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Major part of the thesis deal a with the similari-
ties and differences in the penetration of solids and 
liquids by positrons and electrons. The thesl* has b^m 
divided in four chapters* in the first chapter, the 
interaction of electrons and positrons la described in a 
general way. Work done on the penetration of electrons 
and positron* by different worfc^ vshave been reviewed. M s o 
it has been pointed out why there has been lltte 
experimental work on the penetration of positron through 
matter. 
The second chapter deals with the measurements of 
the penetration of electrons and positrons. A technique 
has been developed for studying the penetration of 
positron through matter* The positrons are detected by 
allowing them to decay in vx alluminium block and by 
observing the annihilation radiation with the help of 
scintillation counters. A slow and a fast conldence 
circuit with a resolving time 40 nano seconds was used 
to reduce the background radiations. The penetration of 
positron have been studied at a maximum energy of 1.89 Mev 
using the <3e*%a source. Electron penetration has been 
studied at two maximum energies of JU71 Mev and i»77 Mev 
using 3% and fib radioactive sources respectively* to 
univell the effects of the shape of the electron spectra 
on the penetration of electrons, i t i s found that the 
absorption of electron i s independent of the shape of 
« , M . .P.ct , . . R ^ « * « aj a„d *- «o««p,,n<U 
to the extrapolated ranges of positrons and electrons 
respectively) have been found for the absorbers carbon* 
aluminum, copper* yttrium, tin, neodymium, holmiura, 
ytterbium* lead, water, heavy water* benzene, toluene, 
teflon* plaskon* lumarith, brass, butyl alcohol* see. 
butnol, aniline* ethyl alcohol* methyl alcohol* Yiit*io«i-
benzene and carbon*tetrachloride. It i s found that the 
difference between the extrapolated ranges of positrons 
and electrons increases with the atomic number of the 
absorber* Further i t i s noted that ftjt/H!l versus in Z 
(where Z i s the at,no. of the absorber) yields a straight 
line for solids and the result could be expressed by an 
empirical relation given by 
\ log Z » mB R * c 
3 
Kara E i s defined at *£/&! and A and c are constant*. 
& similar relat ion also holds for l iquids if Z ia replaced 
by Z effactive. Tha impurity dependence of tha absorption 
of positrons in tha case of soma liquids hava also boon 
studied and i t s implications i s described. 
In tha third chapter theoretical ranges are 
calculated based an tha continuous slowing dovai approxi-
mation. I t i a found that their valuaa are in disagreement 
with tha experimental results* Experimental values of 
« ; / « ; have also been compared with t h . t t o o m i d value. 
of Rohrlich and Oart&n for tha case of Al and JPb. Tha 
calculation dua to Rohrlich and Carlson are a t 2 Mev. The 
theory dua to Batra & Sehgal i s described in detai l for 
calculating the straggling free ranges of positrons at 
4.89 MaV and electrons at 1.77 Mev or l . f l May as tha case 
may be. H J / C have bean calculated for a l l solids and 
liquids for which measurements of Ri/&J have been made. 
Good agreement between tha theoretical and experimental 
values of &t/$C have been obtained except for the case of 
rare earths and some liquid*. 
The s t a t i s t i c a l theory for the process of pulse 
formation in a sc in t i l l a t ion counter i s presented in 
chapter IV# The theory waa tested for a number of 
photomultiplitr tubes* There seems to be a fairly 
good agreement between calculated and observed pulse 
height data In each case. 
#*###* 
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Somewhat surprisingly tha panatration of positrons 
through aollda and liquids and thair corraapondtng 
diffaranca* fro» alactrona b«va baan subjact to vary 
Uttia invastlgation, aitha* axperiraantal or thaoratlcal. 
Tha information about tha anargy loaa and tha rangaa 
of olectrona and positrons in diffarant aatariala ia 
fraquantly raqulrad fox savaral application* in nuclaar 
anginaering* nuclaar physics, haaith physic*, aami-
conductor datactor physics and many othar ralatad fialda. 
Tha atudy of tha paaaaga of alactrona and poaitrons 
through aattar ia alao of fundamantai interaat to promota 
tha complata understanding of thair intaraction nechania* 
with raattar. 
Tha garroinai idaa for thla work came into baing 
with tha calculations by Mott of tha erosa aection for 
elastic aingla «cattaring of alactrona by nuclei, uaing 
tha Dirae wava aquation for tha electron. Ha was abla to 
ahow that probability that an alactron will ba teattarad 
into an element of aolld angla dSb at an angla 0 to tha 
2 
original direction ia given by 
• ^ 4 
Hora Nt la tha number of atoms par unit volume, t it 
tha thickness, Z is tha atomic number, a and m ara the 
oharga and raat mass of tha electron respectively and f> 
ia the ratio of the particle velocity to the velocity 
of light* 
The function f(Q» $,Z) ia a convergent infinite 
terlea and arise* due to the application of the roiati* 
viatle Dlrae theory of the electron to the nuclear 
scattering problem, using the Born approximation. The 
function f (©, ^ >,Z) la given aa 
fMott* *" P2sln2 i ° t ~^2f ^ slfl 2 9)sin 0/a {jU2j 
where <£, • fc- * 1/137 
By inserting the appropriate sign of charge in 
Motf. fox^ul.. F«l.r « d 0pp«,h.i»«2 U93B) conclud.d 
that the acattering cross section should be different 
for positrons and electrona. Encouraged by the 
theoretical prediction Fowler and Oppenhelmer were the 
3 
first to attarapt to dttaet tha diffartnca by an 
exparlatnt. Thay triad to datact this dlffaranea 
In a cloud chimbtr, howtvar thair cloud charobar 
atatlaties wara poor and tha offact waa not dttnons-
tratad conclusively. 
For »ome tlaa aftar tha appearanca of Mott'a 
darlvatlon* both theoretical m4 exparimtntal work 
cantarad about tha verification of tha scattering 
formula itself and particularly of tha eo-cellad "Mott 
formula* for low Z, 
Lasich3 wat tha flrat ona to obsarva an axceat 
of $cattarad alaetrona ovar poaitrona In alrtgla 
scattering in a numbar of acattarara. Llpkin and 
Whita4 alto conflmad an axceat of ac attar ad alaetrona 
ovar poaitrona in a nurabar of targat material*. Chang, 
Cook and Prlttkoff* failad to obtarva any significant 
dlffaranea In translation batwaan poaitrona and 
alaetrona la tha caaa of M.* 
It la now a wali-aatabllahad fact that alaetrona 
or poaitrona on paaaaga through matter, undargo both 
alaatic aa wall aa lnalastic collision* with tha orbital 
4 
electrons of tha interacting *to«* m& *Y *«di*tiv* 
collisions with nuclei and altctront. Also, thay gat 
scattered either by a single collision in tha Coulomb 
field of a nucleus or by a large number of small 
deviation*. Both kinds of interactions havs baan 
studied extensively* Tha alas tic aa well as tha 
inelastic seattaring cross*sections of electrons dlffar 
from that of tha positrons by a few percant. Tharafora, 
It Is intarastlng to invostlgata tha total stopping 
power, tha multipla scattering and tha ranges of these 
partlcias in tha stadia thay travsxsc* 
Tha ranga of tha electrons is purely en 
experimental concept. Several daflnltions have been 
employed to obtain tha ranga* from tha transmission 
curves. According to Varder, one extrapolate* tha 
linear portion of tha absorption curve of monoenergetic 
alactrona to tha thickness axis to obtain tha so called 
practical maximum ranga* H^. Soma worker* have defined 
tha maximum ranga R0. aa tha thlcknass corresponding 
to tha point where tha tall of tha transmission curve 
itsslf meet* tha background level. 
0 
Further, with tht development of linear 
accelerators, workers like Hereford and Swam*8 
measured tht absorption of monoanergetic electrons 
of a ftw MtV* A comprehensive summary of tht 
experimentally obtain ad ranges of S»9 aonoenergetic 
electron onerglas and 35 continuous beta-ray 
energies has bttn reviewed by Katz and Penf old: 
Thay have polntad out that thtrt la no discernible 
difference between tht ranges of monoenergetic 
electrons of energy £ and tht continuous energy 
electrons of and point energy £max, * £« 
Tht measurements of tht ranges of positrons 
were sufficiently delayed dut to toot practical 
difficulties, such at: 
(i) Detection of positrons. 
(it) Mon-availability of auitable positron sources, 
(ill) Tht difficulty of getting a collimated beam 
of positrons without any btckgzwd radiation. Tht 
ranges of potitron a of energy below one MtV were 
fir at reporttd by Stlio,tr**AOin 1955. GubtrnatorU# * 
U938) performed tht measurements of positrons and 
alaetrona rangaa of vary low enargy (up to 160 K«V) 
in aluminu*. and a faw othar matala. Ha davalopad 
tha corratponding rang«-*nargy raiationa ampirically. 
h$ diacusaad by Sagra}3 tha theoretical range 
of electrons la defined aa tha limiting thiekneea 
of tha foil* bayond which essentially nona of tha 
originally incident electron* emerge* out. Such a 
thicknats doaa not exist practically owing to tha 
straggling problem. Thu», in spita of tha avail* 
ability of tha thaorlaa concarning tha elowing down 
procaaaaa and raultipla scattering, It haa not baan 
poaalbla so far to obtain a theoretical rang* with 
which to compara tha rangaa extracted from tha 
experimental transmission curves. Hacently Satra and 
Sahgai haa raportad a now method for calculating 
tha ratio of tha straggling fraa rangaa aVfT. Thay 
hava dona calculation* for carbon, aluminum, copper, 
•ilver, tin, gold* load and aona liquid*. Thai? 
calculatad ratio of rangaa &*/fC fox positrons and 
alactron* agrees fairly wall with tha praaant neasure-
fflanta. Howavar* thalx calculations do not agraa with 
tha praaant naaauramenta for rara aarth folia. 
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Tht purpose of tht present experimental 
Investigation was to dtta*»lnt tht actual differences 
between positrons and electrons In their penetration 
of solldt end liquids and to attempt to relate tht 
experimental result* to tht theory available. A. new 
technique h«t been developed fox tht detection of 
positrons* Thlt rttults in « precis* and accurate 
determination of tht range's of positron* M s o sons 
work on evaluation of scintillation counters and 
statistics of photomultipliers is «lso reported in 
tht present thesis. 
1*2 .WHWffif, ,QE THS JEW fi^mi^fiNTAtt AmQfrQHSS 
An adequate experimental data concerning tht 
ranges of monoenergetic electron* and that of continuous 
beta-apectra in different materials, particularly in 
aluminum, are available In tht literature.10"12 A few 
measurement* of positron beam attenuation by foilt 
havt also been rtporttd* 
Tht general experimental observation Is that 
tht transmitted intensity of mono-tntrg*tic electrons 
afttr passing through folia, first dtertasts slowly 
8 
with incxaaalng thicknass, than dacraasaa axponantially 
ova* aa approciabl* ranga of thicknass, and at tht and 
•ntaxa into tha background intensity. Fox Instance, 
Marshall and Ward'a «xparimtnti5on tha absoxption of 
monoanargatic alactrona of anargita: 420K*V to 1696KaV 
in aluminum, illustrotas tha naturt of tha alactxon 
transmission. 
Tha naasuxamanta due to Eddy40 and Glaaaon at al. 
hava pxovad that in tha casa of tha absorption of beta, 
raya, tha gaoaetry of tha axpaxlmantal arrangemant 
plays an impoxtant rola. That ia why tha varioua 
empirical ranga anargy relations baaad on exparimantal 
xangaa poaaaaa daviationa fxoa ona anothax* Glaason 
at al. gave an improvad vtxaion of hat a counting at 
Mttfd gaomatriaa, Thay pl*e*d a thick braas plata 
collim. c^tox vary cloaa to tha window of a ti,M. Count ax. 
Tha collim ^ctor poasaaaaa a hola coaxial with tha 
anoda wixa of tha countar and ia aoiaawhat amallar than 
tha window, thua fixing tha gaomatxy of tha counting 
tat* up. 
It la woxthwhlla to dlacuaa briafly tha 
charactari*tic faatuxaa such aa tha daflnition of tha 
9 
rang* enployed, tha geosmtry of an experimental 
«et-up, tha affact of tha position of tha foils in 
soma of tha measurements made on tha transmission of 
positrons and electrons. 
*- .Htitloxd,..a^<i ,Sw<nn !t .flffitttftMHlt* 
3 In 1950 Hereford and Swann measured the ranges 
of mono-energetic electrons of energies lying between 
3,0 to 12*0 MaV in alumlnun, and coppar. Thty studied 
the absorption of thast electron* and from their 
absorption curves, thay obtainad tha practical rangas 
Rp l»a. by extending tha Untax protion to tht back-
ground level. Tht main faatura of their results it 
that tha absorption curvas fox different anargias hava 
ths same snaps* Evan the tail portion of thasa curvas 
axe Identical indicating tha atata of couplet* diffusion 
naar tha and of tha altctron rang*. This obsarvatlon 
makes tha extrapolation procedure fox obtaining ,HD* , 
mora Justified. Thay estimated tha probable error in 
measurements to be + 0.1 gm/css? Thay alto demonstrated 
semi-empirically tha effect of multiple scattering on 
tha range. 
10 
t 
Tha valuas of Rp obtained from thla axparitaant 
ara highly gaoraatry dapandant and tha author* hava not 
mentioned about tha poasibla influanea of tha ehanga 
In gaomatry of tha axparintantal sat-up on Rp. 
9* ^fUflffS !t, £lffi>trlffiffl|,« 
UU»S'» tm p . t a H d . » r i . . of «p.rim.nt. 
to study tha back-scattaring and transmit*ion of 
alactrons and positrons. In 1955, ha moasurad tha 
transmission of oonoanargatie alactrons and positrons 
of various anargiat (159 K«V to 960 KaV) in Al,Ag,5n, 
Au and Pb fo i l s . 
In hit axparinantal set-up, bata.rays of tha 
daairad mixgy wara salactad from a radio* activa sourca 
by using a 90-dagr«a stagnatic anaiysar. Tha collimatad 
bsam of thaaa particiaa i s allowad to fa l l parpandicuiarly 
on tha f aea of an absorbar which form* tha window of a 
2 IT bata-countar. Tha counting afficiency of hi* 
countar wa* battar than 99$ avan for alaetron anargiaa of 
faw hundrad alaetron volts. Hit naaauramanta prova that 
tha transmission of positron* i s graatar than that of 
tha alactrons in ai l easat axcapt at low anargyl^iOOKaV) 
in «luniinua. 
11 
Sellger has not avaluttad tha ranges item hla 
absorption curves for dlffarant mataia« In hit 
axperiment, tha ralatlva transmission of posltront of 
960 KaV in la ad and aluminum hat been weasuxed only 
up to 35$ and 20% respectively. And. nance tha astine* 
tlon of rangas from thaaa curves doas not seen poasibla. 
No reason has been assigned why it was not poasibla to 
maasura with this set-up, tha transmission down to faw 
percentt. Actually, aaeh positron-emission is foliowad 
by a nuclear gamma- transition* Also* thara ara 
additional Y -rays eraatad dua to annihilation of 
positrons in tha slit in Saligtr't experiment. Thus, 
tha gamma-rays background in his experimental arrange-
ment was probably vary larga. 
C ftibarnator «s Bxpagjjsaifr j 
Tha measurements of tha rangas of low energy 
(below 160 KtV) altctrons and positrons in aluminua wars 
parforaad by Gubarnator12 in 1959. Ha wads usa of tha 
magnatic spactronatar to gat tha daslrad anargy of 
electrons and positrons, Tha beam from tha magnetic 
spectrometer impinges on tha aluminua foils having 
J2 
thickness between 0.5 and i00 ralerone. The trans* 
mitted beaa of electrons and positrons were detected 
by a G.M. Counter having a lateral inlet window of 
7,4 mm diameter* The distant* between the absorption 
foil and tht window was about 5 m.m.» thus tha ma an 
solid angle of tha absorption foil In the counting 
tuba window is almost IT • Tha who la system was kspt 
in a vacuum chamber having pressure of 10* torr. 
Tha ranges R (maximum ranges) wars astimetad 
from tha absorption curves by using tha definition 
due to Chalmers. Tha mean error in each valua of tha 
range was estimated to be • 2%. The measured ranges 
were expressed in terms of energy as follows: 
R" « 773 E 1 , 7 0 (1.3) 
ftj - 75v E1'72 (1.4) 
Where R~ and G are expressed in milligm/cm and MeV 
respectively* The aquation* (1*3) and (1*4) deviate 
by - 0.3$ from the measured values. 
This experiment concludes that the ranges of 
positrons in Al are less than those of the electrons in 
13 
tho energy region from 10 KeV to 160 KeV. Those 
results oro In qualitative agreement with tho similar 
m.«ur.«,«>t. du. to S.ll9.r?'w Further, th. mmOmm 
ranges RQ for tho energy region considered are, on tho 
average, about X2% greater than the extrapolated 
ranges'19 and tho values of R^ are smaller by about 
12% when compared with tho true ranges obtained from 
20 
collision loss considerations by Nairn*. These 
differences appear because of tho use of different 
definitions. In 1959, Gubemator and Flaramorfeid 
measured the ranges of 40-160 KoV electrons and 
positrons in Cu, Ag, and Au. They reported that in 
copper, the positrons travel less than electrons of the 
same energy} while in Ag and Au, they travel more than 
electrons. The latter finding disagrees with tho 
earlier results? 
o* tm». ..ftirttU md .MtttuHtwitt ,5*p*rl"itnti* 
These workers2**22 have measured the transmission 
of electrons of homogenous energy from 0.25 to 0.75 MeV 
in Be, M , Cu, Ag and Au foils by directly measuring the 
incident and the transmitted electron currents* 
14 
& well-coll imet«d beam of 1 MaV electrons 
from an electrostatic generator was allowed to fail 
on the foil clamped at a distance of 0.1 cm above a 
collecting cup. The solid angle subtended at the 
centre of the foil by the aperature of the collector 
was 93$ of 2 TT , The current ip due to incident 
electrons on the foil and the transmitted current i c 
were recorded simultaneously by independent galvano-
meters. The current iR due to electrons reflected 
back from the collector through the collector aperature 
was alao measured by another galvanometer. All the 
meaaurements were recorded at a fixed positive bias 
of 100 volts* Under these experimental conditions* 
the reflection coefficient was found to Increase with 
foil thickness, at first linearly from the origin and 
then approaches a horizontal asymptote at 11% which is 
independent of the incident beam energy. The trans* 
mission coefficient igAp was corrected for the 
reflected electrons* 
The transmission curves thus obtained were found 
to be reproducible to within 2%. The estimated 
"extrapolated ranges* from these transmission curves 
15 
are shorter by about (>% from thost due to earlier 
investigators;* These authors also studied the 
effect of geometry on the transmission and reported 
that for poor geometry; the extrapolated ranges are 
still shorter* 
Since it la not explainable why the extrapolated 
ranges obtained from this experiment are shorter than 
the earlier measurements; the importance of the 
experiment lies simply in demonstrating the qualitative 
nature of electron transmission in metallic foils of 
various atomic numbera* 
Recently Patrick and Bupaal23 reported some work 
on relative penetration of positrons and electrons in 
Al, Cu# Sn and S»b. They found the absorption of 
positrons higher in some materials in 0.320 MeV region 
and vice versa in other materials. They have chosen a 
different geometry than other workers. They have used 
standard coincidence techniques to determine the 
absorption of positrons and electrons* Their results 
were Z dependent as expected, however* greater 
16 
transmission of electrons than positrons la In 
disagreement with tha prediction of Hohriich and 
Cariaon?4 
25 Thontadyre and Umakantha hevc investigated 
energy dependent absorption of positron* and electrons 
In At, Sn and Pb. According to their data* electron-
positron difference* range from 4 to 10$ upto 2 MaV, 
Theaa findings contradict tha thaosy*4 and tha 
experiment* reported in thla thaala on range* of 
positrons and electrons. 
1.3 » PTATgfflff •PT.uTHB fflqBW 
It la somewhat surprising that in spite of 
tha sufficient existing knowledge of tha Interaction 
mechanism of electron* and positrons with matter,least 
attempts had baan aad* to interpret tha measured 
7 
range* In variou* materials. Perhaps, thla la because 
of tha complex nature of tha problem. 
17 
Tha most important aspect of experiments is 
slow-fast electronics systems and preparation of 
tha radio*active sources. Ail tha alactronica 
ra quirad waa developed, which includaa scintillation 
count.™** 2 9 .nd pr.rapU«.*. « d vnloa. oth.r 
acceseoriee naadad. Photomuitlpliera for tha 
scintillation counters were tested. *' A hollow 
steal aphara 4 in. in diameter with ateel exit port 
0.40. & diameter and .0006 in. in thickness waa developed. 
The strength of the window waa such that a conatant 
vacuum of the order 10 Torr. could he maintained, h 
apeclal attention waa paid to the shielding to avoid 
health haxard. 
The absorption of positron* and electrons la 
exponential to a good approximation, that la 
N(t) » N^efJ**, where J*0 ia the activity without 
absorber, N(t) la the activity observed through a 
thlckneaa t andju la the absorption coefficient. The 
absorption coefficients in different matariala can be 
calculated from the experimental data. Xn the present 
work absorption coefficient* for a number of solida 
and liquids have been calculated by a weighted leaat 
IS 
square* fit to experimental date using an I.B.M. \6 2.0 
IX Computer. Tht absorption coefficients ,u(e+) for 
positrons and^uCe") for electrons have been measured 
for Ct Al, cu,Y» Nd. Ho» Yk, Sn. and Pb» The 
absorption coefficient for electrons is greater than 
that for positrons for each element* ehovdng greater 
absorption of electrons than positrons. Tht ratio 
of ths rang* a* of positrons to the rang* R" of 
electrons increases systematically with tht atonic 
number Z, Tht absorption coefficients for liquids 
wart also measured, Tht differonea in absorption is 
much mora pronounced in cast of liquids than of solids. 
Tht data on rart tartha such as yttrium, neodymlum, 
hol&nlitf»» ytterbium indicate greater anomalies. 
Tht experimental errors in tht calculations 
of tht absorption coefficient* ara about 4 to 7 
percent. Tht measured ranges a£ and fC were compared 
to thtoratlcally predicted range*,14*24*30 
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2.x Mmmmm 
Tha purpose of tha present experimental investi-
gations la to determine tha actual differences between 
1,88 MeV positron* and 1.77 M«V electrons in thtir 
penetration of solid* and liquids,, and to attempt to relate 
tha experimental result* on ranges of electrons and 
positron* to tha theory avallabia. Tha measured experl. 
raantal rati© of ranges ft* /R" ara compared to theoretical 
>aV ^ 
ratio R^/ftp, whare R^ and R^  ara positron and electron 
straggling free ranges respectively. A now technique has 
been developed for tha detection of tha transmitted beam 
of positrons, whleh eliminates tha problem of tha gamma-xay 
background associated with tha beam of positrons. 8y thia 
means i t waa possible to detect a transmitted Intensity 
aa low aa 2%. 
Earlier Seliger1 and Gubernator2 usad magnetic 
analysers to eliminate tha garcma-rey background froa a 
radio-active source in tha measurements of tha absorption 
22 
of posiirons* However, in their arrangement there 
are additional gamma»r«ys created due to annihilation 
of positrons in the slit, wails and absorber itself* 
which cannot be eliminated easily* Thus there is a 
strong possibility that some gamma-rays always reach 
the detector in spite of direct shielding. Secondly, 
the absorber in front of the detector in the presence 
of a garasna-ray, acts as a radiator* This varies the 
background with the thickness of the absorber and with 
the atomic number Z of the absorber used* Thus in 
addition to positrons, there may be some knock-on 
electrons going to the detector. 
The positron transmission was measured store 
precisely by a slow-fast coincidence circuit with a 
resolving time of 40 nanosecond, which has the advantage 
of eliminating the background due to gataaa radiation 
associated with the emission of positrons. For 1 MeV 
positrons using his Magnetic analyser, Sellger could only 
detect a transmission intensity as low as 35% for Pb? 
however, the lower limit in the present experimental 
observations is 2# for Pb. The author has investigated 
the penetration of 1,88 MeV positrons and 1.77 MeV 
electrons in several metallic foils, a few alloys and 
soae liquids. 
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Th© plot of #oletiv# intensity v#*sus foil 
thickness on a temilogarlthmic seals gives a X.oxlt 
intercept which is celled the maximum practical rang*, 
fhs penetration of electron* was studied toy a thin 
window G.M. counter under Identical geometry. Th* 
experimental error in the measurements was estimated 
to be 4-7x>. It was found that the positron transmission 
always exceeds that of the electron* in all kinds of 
metallic foils and tha liquids investigated. There is 
very little experimental data on ranges of positrons 
and electrons in * variety of materials, hence there is 
a need of such experiments, particularly due to th&ir 
applications in nuclear radiation detector*, health 
physics m4 related fields. 
The direct observation of two-quantum annihilation 
coincidences by mean* of two scintillation detectors, 
arranged at ISO®, should be a precise method to measure 
the intensity of ths fcsaw of positrons impinging on a 
2 
block of a «olld material $uch at aluminum, copper 
or nickel* Tha aolid block could b* replacad by a 
liquid abaorbar such aa water* Tha positrons tlow 
down to a faw electron volta energy bafora annihi-
1 at ion takes place, and tha maxitcum count rata 49p9ttd* 
upon tha ability of tha positrons to panatrata a 
material medium. Tha praaant method eliminates tha 
problem of tha non-coincident gamma*ray background 
associated with tha beara of positrons. Furthermore, 
a number of other drawbacks of Geiger-Muller counters, 
such as absorption In tha window* Inability to 
distinguish between a positron and electron, and tha 
influence of anode voltage do not entar in tha praaant 
positron absorption measurements. Tha percentage of 
positrons reflected back from M and Cu targets were 
measured with a greater degree of accuracy than tha 
previous workers? Tha Impurity dependence of absorption 
of positrons and alactrons in liquids such aa watar 
(distilled, 0,1 percent NaCl and 0.2 percent NaCl) and 
methanol (spectral and reagent grades) were also 
investigated. 
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B. P^ARATVS pmmimts 
h 
Many advances in fast electronics used in 
nuclear particla detection have occurred within the 
last decade. Before tha introduction of scintillation 
counters by Kallman9 and Dautach10 tha lower limit of 
response time was less than 10 sac., however with 
the introduction of new phosphor materials and photo* 
Multipliers11"*13 this limit can now he easily extended14 
to 10"i0sec. Thus events such as the annihilation of 
positrons can he analysed with respect to energy and 
time resolution* The aim of the present experiment* 
waa to develop a new experimental technique which should 
he more suitable for investigating the penetration of 
positrons in a variety of materials by eliminating the 
Y-ray background due to the positron aource itaelf and 
due to annihilation in the material being Investigated* 
Consider a positron entering a material roediua. 
As the poaitron penetrates the matter the following can 
occur* (a) A positron taay annihilate with any electron 
it collides withi however. In general it will firat slow 
down rapidly as • result of multiple scattering, (b) A 
positron of sufficient energy may remove en electron 
from an atom or molecule in one of it« collisions, 
attracting it into a short-liv«d bound atata called 
posltronlum. (c) h positron may slow down to energies 
at which poeitronium formation is not possible and 
annihilates from ths so-celled fraa atata, (d) There 
is a small probability of forming a stabla chemical 
compound* (a) Finally there may bo states of negative 
ansrgy where tha positron is bound to the 1attics in 
a solid, However, tha probability of this kind of 
interaction is vary small* 
Theoretically positroniura can exist in either 
a singlet state or a triplet state. Quantum electro* 
dynamic considerations of charge conjugation indicate 
that a triplet state must annihilate with the emission 
of an odd number of gamma quanta, whereas the singlet 
state emits an even number of gamma quanta. The most 
probable among these reactions are 2 V and 3 V annihi-
lations. The theoretical"'5 cross-section for ZY 
annihilation is 
o^ v»Tr| c/v, (2.1) 
CF 
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whart r„ • *^y « 2*8 x 10*i3aat c i t tha velocity 
O IftC 
of light and t*m and v art tha charge, mats and 
velocity of tht positron. Similarly tha cross-section 
for 3V annihilation14**6 ia 
2 
<TZY » tf) ( / * 9) - g - ** c/v (2.2) 
wharf ft la Planck*a constant. 
Tht ratio d^y /d^y * 3?2, Several tuthost*7"'*9 havt 
shown that tht experimental ratio of cross*section la 
d ^ y / o ^ * 402 • 30, a figure close to tht thtoytticai 
prediction. Thus direct observation of two quantum 
annihilation coincidences by means of two detectors 
arranged at 180° should be a good approximation to tht 
intensity of tht bears of positrons impinging on a 
block of a solid material such as aluminum copper, or 
nickel. Tht solid material could alternatively be 
xtplactd by a suitable liquid such as water where tht 
probability of forming a stable chemical compound ia 
mall. Thit forms tht basic principle of tht positron 
detector show in Fig. 1. By this means it wat possible 
to dtttet a transmitted intensity at low as 2% of tht 
original intensity. 
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The positron source used in the present 
experiment* i s a thin Go-Ga68 (supplied by Mew England 
Nuclear Corp., Boston, Mass.) which hat a half- l i fe 
of 280 day* and emits a spectrura of positrons with a 
maximum energy of 1.89 MeV, This particular source 
la beet for investigating the penetration of positrons 
in solids because of the higher energy. The else of 
the source i s a 3 mm spot on a 3/4* mount* The method 
68 
of preparation involves transferring Ge coprecipi-
tated with A«2S3 t 0 t h o P l a « t l c d l s c hacking and than 
covering i t with aluminiied mylar 0.00Q2»* thick. The 
strength of the source was 0.1 mCi. The source was 
mounted at the center of a hollow stool sphere four 
inches in diameter, (see Figure l) A h«ni~ spherical 
wall shaped load shielding was designed to enclose tho 
steel sphere. Thus, the radiation environments of the 
sphere wars within tho safety limits. Tht positron 
beam was obtained through a steel exit port 0,4 inches 
in diameter and 0,0006 inches in thickness* The pressure 
Inside the sphere was maintained at l O ^ o r r throughout 
2 3 
tha observations. The absorbers of varying thickness 
were introduced against tha window and tha transmitted 
intensity of positron was made to imping on an aluminum 
block A. For measuring tha transmitted beam of 
positrons through liquid; varying thicknesses of the 
liquid absorber (in a liquid cell) were introduced 
against the window, and the transmitted beam allowed to 
annihilate in slab A as shown in fig*4* The slab A i s 
approximately 4 mm in thickness, equal to a maximum 
range of 1.89 M«V positrons in Al. The annihilation 
photons in each case were detected by 2 x 1 * 3/4 inches 
Nal(Tl) crystals supplied by Harshew Chemical Co. Each 
crystal was coupled to a Dumont 6292* which i s ft two-inch 
fourteen*stage photoaiuitipiier. Heavy lead shielding 
of the order of three inches waa used to shield the 
crystals frost any direct radiation. The wails of the 
liquid container were made out of a thin plexiglass and 
the bottom was sealed with 4.01 mg/cra2 aluminum foil . 
Two photorauUiplltrs were kept about 14 inches 
away from the aluminum block A which was in the path of 
the positron beam, and tha resulting annihilation gamma* 
raya were detected by two scintillation counters under a 
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narrow geometry with three inches of lead shielding 
(see Fig, 1)* Tha pulse* from two scintillation counters 
wara mixed In a coincidence unit (aaa Fig,2) to give a 
coincidanca count, Tha chanca coincidanca rata was 
very small, 
Tha aluminum Mock waa built, starting from 
vary small thickness until tha annihilation rata of 
positron from tha block raachad a maximum count rata. 
Similarly, coppar, nickel and watar wara also invaatigatad 
for possible uaa aa annihilation material. For water, 
a ractangular call (35 x 35 mm*) waa mada with 4.01 mg/cm* 
of aluminum bottom, Tha walla of tha liquid cell wara 
constructed out of plexiglass and wara cemented with 
acrylic cement. For water, zero absorber correaponda 
to an empty liquid container in the path of the beam* 
The absorption of positrons in Mend Ou ctpecompared in 
Figure 3. The experimental results on the back*scatter* 
ing8»* of positrons In Al and Cu are ehown in Figure 4 
where the number of particles back-scattered nt la 
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plotted against tha target thickness in rag/cm? Tha 
value of Fj for positrons corresponding to tha 
saturation point Use Flgura 4*) wars calculated for 
Al (5.2%) and Gu (5.9%), whara quantity pj i s tha ratio 
of N^/^. Tha typical vaiua of N^ was ©00/20 mln* Tha 
absorption curves for water and Hi ara shown in Flgura 5, 
whara in of tha observed annihilation rata NJ i s plotted 
against th« thickness of tha absorbar in rag/cm? Tha 
aluminum block thickness (4 mm) was adjusted to giva 
tha maximum numbar of counts, 
Tha absorption of positrons from ^Na, with a 
611 
maximum energy of 0.545 MaV, and from Go. with a 
20 2X 
maximum energy of 1.89 MeV, wars raportad by Macktnzia. » 
Ha usad Oopplar broadening tachniquas for meaeuring tha 
absorption of positrons in Al (annealed), Cut annealed), 
and C (polycrystalHne). Hie data indicate a super-
poaitlon of tha absorption curves for Al, Cu and C$ 
wharaaa tha present experiments, undar a good geometry, 
wera able to resolve tha absorption curves for Cu and Al 
(saa Flgura 3} and Hi and HgO (saa Flgura) 5). Tha data 
on Pb (aaa Flgura 6} yields a relative low count rata 
•f absorption of positrons compared to Cu, A1,N1 and itjO. 
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Experiments have been performed to raaasura the 
penetration of al octrois through solids and liquids by 
an analogous technique as described for positrons. Tha 
electron *ourct was mounted at tha cantor of tha sama 
hollow steel sphtra as was uasd for tha positron source 
and « thin window Gaigar^Mullar countar was usad for 
tha detection of tha alactrons, tha aluminum block was 
replaced by tha detector window* In this mannar quits 
similar curves have boon obtained for alactrons using . 
^ R b as an electron source, which emit* a spectrum with 
a maximum ansrgy of 1.77 MeV and has a half-lifa of 
86 18.7 days* In soma experiments tha aiactron source ftb 
waa raplacad by P , with a maximum energy of 1.71 
V A L V -
AL 
Tha absorbars invaatigatad22*28 wara Carbon 
(In tha form of pure graphite), aluminum, coppar, tin* 
load, brass, turnarth (celluloea acetate), Teflon 
(polytetraf1uoroethylene), Plaskonlmelamineforraaldehyde), 
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consent (Fisher's certified ACS «p,gr. 0.879) .tolunt 
(Fisher1* certified ACS sp.gr. 0.866}, and water 
(distilled), e t c In addition to the above solids and 
liquids, some rare earths such as Yttrium, Neodymiua, 
Holmlura and Ytterbium were investigated by the present 
technique, the rare earth foils were supplied by Ulco 
Industries Limited, New York* N.Y. some organic 
compounda such as methyl alcohol, n*butanol,nitrobenzene 
ethyl alcohol, sec-butyl alcohol, amy I alcohol, carbon* 
tetrachloride, aniline, bmzm*, and toluene were also 
investigated. 
In Figure 7 the relative transmission of beam 
intensity X 100 is plotted agalnet the thickness in 
mg/cm2 for C, Al, Cu» Sn, and Pb» Plots for other 
material* follow a more or less similar trend, hence 
they are not shown on a linear plot. The plots are linear 
on a senllogarlthfulc graph In the case of metals, as 
shown in Figure 8, and their x-axls intercept gives the 
maximum practical ranges of positrons in the various 
materials. Fig* 9, shows the abeorptlon of positron for 
brass, carbon, and other compounds* Figures 10 and 11 
show experimental results <m transmission of positrons 
3 4 
through rare earths* Senilogarithalc plot of tha 
transmission of positron* In Methyl alcohol* nitro-
benzene, aniline, carbon tetrachloride and wethyl 
alcohol spectral grade axe shown in Figure 12* 
similar experimeatt have bean performed* to 
measure the panttratlon of electrons through solids 
and liquid* by an analogous technique* Tha trans-
mission curvet on linaar and temllogarlthsiie plots 
ate very similar to thota of poaitrona aftar back-
ground correction; hence, all tha curves are not 
shown. However for investigating the comparative 
transmission of poaitrona and electrons, a plot of 
relative tr antral talon veretia thickness it shown In 
Figure 13 for both positrons and electrons In Al and 
Pb, The plot clearly indicates greater tranemlssion 
of positrons than electrons. A similar plot for water 
and toluene la shown In Figure 1A which again shows 
large transmission of poaitrona at compared to electrons 
for the tame thickness. This it alto true for Teflon 
and tumarth; however* for braat and Plaskon the 
situation reverses, i.e., a greater number of eleetront 
are transmitted than poaitrona* The results on 
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comparative transmission of positrons and electrons 
in Ytterbium and Hoirai*«a ait shown in Figuraa 15 and 16. 
Tha excess of positron transmission ovar alactron in 
the tats of methyl hUttetA, absolut* aUohol, matte*! 
alcohol (spaetral and reagent grada), Sutyl alcohol 
and anilina are shown in Figures 17,18 and 19* 
A. SOLIDS 
Tha absorption of positrons and electrons 
is exponential to a good approximation, that is, 
N(t) * HQ*m>*%, where tf0 is tha activity without tha 
absorbs*, N(t) is tha activity obsarvad through a 
thickness t» and tt is tha absorption coefficient* Thus 
tha absorption coaffltfiants in diffarant matariais 
can ba calculated from tha experimental data. In tha 
prasant work, absorption coefficients for a number of 
solids and liquids havs baan calculatad by a weighted 
least-squares fit to tha linear part of tha experimental 
data using an IBM 1620 IX Computer. Table 1 shows tha 
absorption coefficient* «(•*) for positrons and ju(e") 
M(e~) 
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FIG 2 0 ATOMIC NUMBER Z 
THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT JU Vs. ATOMIC NUMBER 
POSITRONS AND ELECTRONS 
Z FOR 
for electrons in g*T car for C, M , Cu, Sn* and Pb. 
The dependence of tha absorption coefficients ju(s+) 
and /i(e*} upon atomic numbsr Z Is shown in Figurs 20, 
This shows that as Z increases tha efficiency of the 
absorption mechanism Incraasaa} however* It may go 
t 
through a maximum. Thla poaaibiiity has bean investi-
gated in rare earths* The absorption coefficient for 
electrons la greater* than that for positrons for each 
element. Tha ratio of the range R* of pocitron* to 
the range fC of electrons increases with the atomic 
number Z* as given in the Table 1« Table II shows 
the corresponding results for brats. Teflon* Lumarth, 
and Plaskon. The experimental results for rare-earth 
metala are given in Table 1X2, which also indicates 
the positron-electron differences. The experimental 
errors in the absorption coefficients were about 
4 to 7%< 
TABLE I. Absorption coefficients in gm^cm2 
and ratios of ranges of positrons 
and electrons* for elementa. 
E CARBON ALUMINUM COPPER TIN LEAD 
ute*) 1*88 4,25 5.65 7,15 9,39 9,53 
u(e*) 1.77 5,50 6.34 8.47 11.76 12.84 
Rp 1.29 1,12 1.19 1.29 1.35 
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TABLE I I Absorptions coaff ic lents in 90 cur 
and rat ios of rangas of positron 
and aUctrons, for other so l ids . 
BRASS TEFLCN 
pU*> 9.16 
u(a~) 8.2? 
Rp ^ J °* 9 0 
6.73 
7.„54 
1.12 
PLASKQN 
5.83 
5. 72 
0.98 
LUMARTH 
5.15 
6.05 
4.17 
ENERGY 
1 , 8 3 MaV 
1 . 7 7 MaV 
TASI.fi III Absorption coafflelants In gof cm2 
and Ratio of Hengtt of positrons and 
electrons for rara sarins. 
>*<•*> 
p{9~) 
^(a-) 
1/ft* 
B 
Jl. o o 
1.77 
1.71 
YTTRIUM 
7.55 
10.91 
11.37 
*»44 
NEODYMIUM 
3.16 
13.59 
13.83 
1.69 
HOLMIUM 
7.26 
13.44 
13.81 
1*78 
YTTBRBIUK 
8,12 
11.98 
11.66 
1.41 
Thus tha turn tschniqus, which rsducat tha back-
ground for positrons, haa baan quits uaaful in axtsnding 
tha obsarvationa to lowsr transmission, and anablaa ua 
to taaasura tha dlffarancaa in transmission of positrons 
P>+(!68MeV) 
P~0-77MeV) 
40 
ATOMIC NUMBER 
IOO 
RATIO OF RANGES *V/R»» Vs ATOMIC NUMBER Z FOR SOLIDS 
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and altctxona. Tht pxetont exptximenttl sttulttC*8'^1^ 
indieata that positrons art transmitted In largar 
percentagee than titctxons fox C# M v Cu, Sn, Nd, 
Ho, Y#» Pb, and a number of organic materials, such 
at mtthyl alcohol* nitrobenzene, aniline, carbon 
tetrachloride, and mathy1 alcohol spectral grada. 
Thara ara few exceptiona, such at brass and Plaskon, 
In tht case of alamanta, tha diffaranca in tranamission 
incraaaaa at tha atomic number Z incraasaa. Tha preaent 
reeulta do not agree with tha meaaurementa of Chang, 
Cook, and Priraakoff, who did not observe any signi-
ficant diffaranca in transaction between positrons 
and electrons In tht case of Al, Tha results for &1 
i 
are in agreement with thoae of Seliger7 who obaervad 
greater transmission fox positrons at 960 KeV. 
B. LIQUID^ 
Tht absorption of positrons and electrona wat 
raeaeured by techniquea previously reported? Tht 
68 
positron aource wat Ga, with a t»axi«us> energy of 
1,68 MeV and tht electron aource wat P 3 2 with a maximum 
energy of JU71 MtV. In tomt experimenta P 3 2 was replaced 
3<; 
by Rb, with a maxima* energy of 1*7? MtV in order 
to unvail tha afftct of tha ahapa of tha bata apactra 
of 86Rb on th. p«..t>.tlon of .Letron. in liquid.. 
A narrow coliimatad baaat of positron* and electron* 
mvc$ made to impingt tha liquids in a contains** Tha 
walls of tha liquid contains* war* con*truetad out of 
thin plexiglass. Tha bottom of tha rectangular 
container waa taada with 4*01 mg/car thick aluminua 
foil. In tha present experiment, zero absorber 
corresponds to tha aapty liquid container in tha path 
of tha beam. Tha liquids investigated wera toluene 
(Fisher's certified A.C.S. Sp, Gr. 0.866)* benxene 
(Sp. Or* 0.879), aniline (Sp. Gr. 1.023). aethyl alcohol 
(Sp. Gr, 0.791), water (distilled), carbon tetrachloride 
(Sp* Gr. 1.583), n-butyl alcohol (Sp, Or. 0.609), 
sec-butyl alcohol (Sp, Gr. 0.308) and nitrobenzene 
(Sp. Gr. 1*20). Tha absorption coefficients and ratio 
of ranges were calculated by weighted least squares fit 
to tha experimental data. Table XV ahowa tha effective 
atonic number, absorption coefficients ju(a+) for 
positrons and p{iT) for electrons in gaf A««2 and tha 
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X&&&JX 
A. Effective atomic numbar, abaorptlen coefficient* 
in aarlGvr$ and ratio* of 
and alactrons for liquids 
mmlcm2$ of ran«aa** of poaitrona 
m¥*m*4mm*M*immmmmm*mt<mmmimm****'*^*#t,iW**^iH rinmnmiu ,»«««w««wwiiwiwwt«Eii>)nii«ii mt> """i mm mum i'»n 
Liquid Zaff pi**) /*{•") R*/h* 
*m>*m#mt\t\W\mm*tm»m**mimtmmmmmmmw*m>*m»i»'>™**^*,iimm* 
Butyl Alcohol 
Toluana 
dansana 
s«c*Butnol 
Anlllna 
Ethyl Alcohol 
(C^O) 
Methyl Alcohol 
(CH40) 
Nltrobanxana 
(C6H5N02) 
Watar 
Carbon Tttra-
chlorida(Ccl4) 
3,39 
5.56 
5*61 
5.73 
5.77 
6.04 
6.38 
6,43 
7.22 
16.14 
5.35*0.64 
2.36+0.50 
2.80*0,28 
6.15*0,66 
5.91*0,72 
• 
5.73*0.65 
4,67*0,47 
6,00+0.71 
3.72*0,35 
6.94*0,35 
7.10*0.70 
4.78*0.29 
4.83*0,55 
«» 
6.22*0.66 
Mr 
6,89*0.80 
• 
7.49*0.79 
8,81*0,92 
5.08*0.66 
6.60*0,35 
7.57*0,77 
1.33* 
1.82* 
1.73* 
1.01* 
1,17* 
1.31* 
1.89* 
0,85* 
1.78* 
1.09* 
* For poaltron aourca 6 8aa and alactron aourca ^ Rb. 
• For poaltron sourca 6 8Ga and alactron aourca 32P. 
** R* and R" corraapond' to tha Maximum practical rang* 
of poaltron and alactrona raapactivaly. 
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ratio of ranges R* /fC for positron* and electrons. 
Also iiatad in tha table ara chemical formula* uaad 
for calculating tha vaiuaa of affective atomic number 
2aff• f o r tht Uquid** This quantity 2 e f f may b* 
dafintd as 
Sff * x « 4 • y M 2 l2#3i 
where M. and Mg ara atomic weights, Z^ and Z% **• th* 
atomic numbarst and x and y ara number of atoms of 
each component in a compound having atoms of typat 1 
and a. Tha prestnt data on tha mass absorption 
co.fflci.nt. in < p - W v.rou. .ff.ctlv. .toole nu.b.r 
(see Figura 22)* show that for moat of tha liquids 
poaitron absorption compared to alactrons incraaaas 
with tha incraaaa of affective atonic number. Thar* 
ara howavsr aome exception*. Tha prasant experimental 
data on liquids could b* compared to similar data for 
26 
solids such as C, Al, Cut Sn and *»b» previously reported. 
It is also vary interesting to nota that tha 
data22*28 given in Table (IV) for liquids* and previous 
data on solids? can also ha presented aa tht ratio of 
42 
r«g.t i y / V v« . U . th. total » « * . , of o«ton. 
^.Z (tee Fig,23). Htrt ^,Z stands for atomic number 
Z for elements. In tht cast of chemical compounds 
^ Z * XfZi • XMZM • XMZN {2*4} 
where Zj^Z^ & Z 3 art th© atomic numbers corresponding 
to each atom in a Molecule and x^,^ 4 X 3 art tht 
nuabtr of atom* of each coapentnt in a compound having 
atoms of type* 1,2 and 3 respectively. For solids, tht 
ratio Hp/fC txhiolts a linear dependence upon "§-Z, 
however, thtrt it no such regular patttrn observed in 
tht cast of liquids (stt Fig.23). 
Tht data given in Ttblt (IV) for tht extrapolated 
rangtt ratio %J%, vtrsut Z#ff» yitids a straight lint ' 
on a ttmllogarlthmlc plot (tat lint B in Fig.24). Also* 
similar data for solids yltlds a straight lint C on 
tht same graph* Tht relation between atomic numbtr Z 
for solids and ratio hlAC can be expressed in tht form 
log Z • MR • C (2,5) 
whtrt R i t equal to tht ratio *C/*C • Por liquids a 
similar relation holds good provided Z i t rtplactd toy Z0ff 
2 -_Bb8 6_ (I9d) Q 
912.1 (1-78) 
8 8 1 (0-7I) 
1-08 
O 
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43, 
as given in aquation (2*3}* Tha values of tha alopa M 
ara -1.70 and -0.60 for solids and liquids respectively, 
Tha constant C 1» also different for solid* aa wall aa 
liquid*. 
A number of solutions such aa n-butanol, aniline, 
carbon tetrachloride, absolute alcohol, way1-alcohol, 
methanol (spectral and reagent grades), butyl alcohol 
and nitrobenzene were investigated by alactrona from 
two different sources. Tha experiments were performed 
with mm> with a maximum energy of l. 77 MaVt and P 3 2 
with a raaxiraum energy of 1*71 MeV, (see Fig.23) in order 
to investigate tha penetration of electrons from two 
different sources through tha same liquids. Tha aim 
of tha present measurements was to unveil, if any* tha 
affects of tha shape of tha electron spectrum upon tha 
absorption of alactrona in a variety of liquids, Tha 
above liquids ware also investigated for penetration 
of positrons. 
4 4 
8. Mats absorption coefficients In gaf Acar 
nwmmimmmmm m«inm m » w n wimi»inwni«ti>i»««mrnM—»>»•—» mmmi MWMMH w i w tM»<iiiwwwMwwMw»«p<wwiwMiw •**•» iiwm—uiM—i W H I M • i w w m i » * i i i<Mi*ii^ie>wii*M»MMjeert«»e>^^ 
* * V * * W mniwii^ Jiii miwiiMni iiiimiii n i m n i 111 j , . »RXi¥WiV*TiiiiiMi^Bffliffcjtf" i mi iiniwi iitw i i l n m .Hume 
^ B b (Emax-1.77 MeV) P^Easx-i,?! MeV) 
N-butnol 
An i Una 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Absolut* Alcohol 
Acayi Alcohol 
Butyl Alcohol 
Nitrobenzene 
Methanol (Spectral) 
Methanol (Reagent) 
6.15*0,74 
7*11*1,03 
7,25*0,89 
6.06*0,61 
• 
6,70*0.74 
6.75*0.74 
• 
6.92*0.84 
7.96*0.83 
6.71*0.68 
6,22*0.66 
6,89*0,80 
7.57*0.77 
7.49*0.79 
*• 
6.81*0.72 
7.10*0,72 
* 
7.08*0.66 
8.81*0.92 
9.93*1.00 
The present experimental date on the abtorptlon of 
electrons In a variety of liquids (see Table IV) does not 
Indicate any significant dependence of the absorption of 
electrons upon the shape of the electron «pectra?°"2ihowever, 
there is significant difference in the absorption of electrons 
O DISTILLED WATER 
O HEAVY WATER 
• 0\% Na CI 
A 0-2*/m N 3 C ! 
£>*(/88MeV) 
4 0 0 
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE TRANSMISSION OF POSITRONS IN 
DISTILLED WATER, HEAVY WATER AND DISTILLED WATER WITH 
O-lT AND 0 2 1 NaCl. 
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through two grades of atathanol (spectral and reagent). 
This indicator that purity epecifications of a solution 
plays a rather important rol* in tha absorption of 
electrons than tho shape of the electron spectrum,provided 
tha mid point energies of tha two source* 11a close 
enough for comparison of tha mat* absorption coefficients. 
2
« ^  gff.acti of iTOPvxitlt* an tin At?torp^l9n of 
tha aim of tho present investigation la to find 
tha affact of tha addad Impurity on tha penetration of 
positrons in distilled water. Tha complete details of 
tha present experimental techniques have been described 
earlier?' 
Tha positron source was Ge -Ga, with a maximum 
energy of 1.88 M*V. A narrow colliroated beam of positrons 
was made to lisping* tha liquid in a container at previously 
dascribad in Section B. Tha distilled water was chosen 
as liquid absorber, for siiaplleity and purity. Tha impurity 
addad was sodium chloride. Tha comparative transmission 
curves for distilled water, with addad impurities of 0.1 
par cant and 0.2 par cant* are shown in Figure 26 where 
thickness In mg/esr it plotted againtt relative 
transmission. The experimental data on relative 
transmission for 0^0 it alto given in Figure 26 for 
comparison with the distilled water* 
The present techniques can also differentiate 
clearly between spectral and reagent grades of chemical 
compound*. Therefore* relative transmission of 
positrons and electrons were investigated in reagent 
(5T/&) and spectral {89%) grades of methanol (Fisher's 
certified A.C.S. Sp. Or. 0.7914) and are shown In 
Figure 16. There are significant differences in the 
penetration of two gradea in the caae of positrons, 
however, transmission curvet obtained by electrons from 
P32, with a maximum energy of 1*71 MeV, almost coincide* 
The plot (see Figure 18) clearly deplete much larger 
differences in absorption of positrons for an added 
Iftpurlty* at compared to electrons* The absorption 
coefficients are calculated by leatt squarea fit to the 
experimental data. Table V shows the absorption 
coefficient u for eaeh added impurity A. A in the distilled 
water. Alto, percentage increments in the absorption 
coef f lcent A/4 x 100 with en added impurity A A x 100 are 
FIG- 2 7 
O'lO 0 2 0 
IMPURITY A * x IOO 
IMPURITY (Na CD DEPENDENCE ABSORPTION 
POSITRONS IN WATER 
OF 
k'i 
given in Table V. In tha region investigated, a plot 
of relative increment in tha absorption coafficicnt 
Aj& x 100/V versua tha impurity AX yiaida a straight 
Una Uaa Figure 27). Thus, tha relation*hip between 
An and &X can be expressed in a simple form 
&« * m (AA) • C (2.6) 
where C in aquation (2, $) ia aqual to k for A\ » o» 
Hara tha quantity k la defined aa tha amount of impurity 
already praaant in tha material* Thus, slope m of tha 
straight Una may b» defined as 
» • (A^ ia * A ^ A M . k) (2,7) 
Assuming tha distilled water la absolutely pure, i.e. 
k «0 in aquation 2.7 than tha praaant experimental data 
yiaida a vaiua of » - (8.69 • 2'M x 102 <»Vg« 2 for 
distilled water. 
Tha procaaa of absorption of positron in 11 quida 
ia currently not wall understood. Thus* tha relationship 
clearly indicates that tha absorption procaaa of positrons 
is influenced by tha Impurity contents of tha chemical 
systea. 
The absorption coefficient In gpr^cm2 and added 
irapurity in gra/ca3 for dist i l led water 
Impurity NaCl Absorption Coefficient Change in 
AAxiOO / » Absorption 
kuxlOQA* 
0.00 3.72 • 0.35 0 
O.iO 7*09 • 0.42 89 
0.20 i0.00 * 0,33 i67 
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Tht rangat of tha alactrons and positiont hava btsn 
tabulatad fey 3«rgsr «n4 Seltiev following tha continuous 
slowing down approxiraationlc.c.d. a), Itodtr thit approxi* 
matloo eltctrons and positron* whan panotrata into in 
absorbs* lot* enargy continuously by Inslastic collisions. 
Tha total pith length which a part Ida mould traval in tha 
absorbar during el owing (town process from initial kinatic 
•nsrgy T0 to final ©nsxgy zero i s callad ths U. s.d. a,) 
rang* of tha particia. Ona can writs thit ranga matharaati-
- \ 
^T -V RO"|) **** *3 
whtra Tx ia tout lowar iiaiit balow which tha calculations 
cannot bt par form ad bscaust of tha poor taowladga of tha 
total stopping powar in tha anargy ragion of fast W. Bargar 
C.s.d.oC RANGES OF ELECTRONS FOR SOLIDS 
3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
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FIG 29 KINETIC ENERGY IN Mev 
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and Saltaar* took TA » i KaV. Tb« contribution of 
f^(tA) i t vary •mall at intarmtdiato acid high tntrgiaa. 
A plot of Cs.d. a. rang»tA at wail aa axparimtntally 
known2 rangat la givan ill Fig. 2d. for « fair alatstnta* It 
ia «iaa* from the** plot a that c. a.d. a. range© ia an 
increasing function of tha incident kinetic anazgy of tha 
particia and tha atomic number of tha ab*orb#r. Tha 
•xpariwtnttlly moaturad rangaa inertasa with tha ineraaaa 
in anargy of tha particla and d«cr«a«t with tha ineraaaa 
in atomic nurnhar of tha abtorbar. Thu* c s . d . a. ran gat 
a. 
awn do not axplain tha data qutlitativaly. 
In ordtr to aatistate tha positron-electron diffarence* 
in wultiple scattering Hohrlich and Curleon3 calculated tha 
average panatration depth at which tha original direction 
of tha par t ic! a baa* ia essentially lott . Th«y as tuned 
that tha longitudinal dittribution i s determined by Legendre's 
polynowinal (^P^ (cat d >^av fo* all n md U Ihay 
calculatad a quantity known aa average penetration d«pth*Zd« 
Thit corresponds to tha limiting thickness for which tha 
original direction of tha alaatrona or positrons beam ia 
53 
essentially lost and average penetration dtpth ia 
given toy 
where 0 i t the angle of multiple scattering. Bohrlich 
and tfarlson^Mott'a* scattering cross*section of aUctron* 
end positrons while calculating Zd* 
They calculated tha ratio Zd*/Z<f in M and Pb in tha 
onergy region 0.1 to 2*04 M*V. Tha theoretical ratio of 
ZdV&T ia compared With tha experimental ratio of tha 
extrapoldl&iranges #*/^£ In Table i . In table i# #* 
correeponde to positron ranga of anargy i.68 M«V and r£ 
corresponds to electron ranga of anargy 1.77 MeV, This 
shows that • larger percentage of positrons ara transmitted 
thati electrons «* predicted toy theory* The errors in 
the experimental ratio i s of the order of 1% or so. Had the 
energy of the electrons be,<US9 MeV in stead of JUT7 JHeV, 
the retie a£/n£ for both aluminum and lead would have 
decreased. Thus the agreement between the experimental 
and the theoretical ratios for elumlnimm would become much 
better whereat far. lead the disagreement between these 
ratios would become More than the experimental errors. 
Coapariton of Positron and Electron Ranges 
Experiment a l / C 
Theory1 ZdV&f 
Al 
1*12 
1*06 
Pb 
X*35 
1*35 
While calculating ZdV^d" Rohrllch and Carl ton3 Used 
Mott scattaring cross-sections for electrons and positrons, 
but this la not valid for high atomic number, Htnca there 
la discrepancy between the experimental and tht theoretical 
ratios for the caet of load* Rohrlich and Carlson3 method 
cannot be used for calculating ZdV&T for all element a 
and liquid! because of different conatanta appearing for 
different elements* Moreover some percentage of error 
will bo introduced In the theoretical ratio because of 
certain approximation* made by the author a. These 
percentage of error* are not know. I t say ha remarked 
that 2d* and Z©~ are net physically re all table quantities 
although their ratios la cloeo to the experimental numbers. 
C* HtftfM ThtoreUc»l projects rajnoja .(fl*,^) 
Rohrlich and Carlson3 while calculating Zd* and 24* 
have taken Into account only the elastic acattorlng of 
00 
alactromand positron*. Also Rohrlich and Carlton0 
usad only tha anargy Iota dua to collisions, finargy 
loaa duo to radiation was not takan Into account by 
than* For 2 KaV alactron* and positrons panatrating 
in la ad, anargy loaa duo to radiation ia about 20$ of 
tha total anargy loaa. Thara ia el so no relationship 
hatwtSA tha sveraga panatration dapth 2d and tha 
maaturad raogas. Bscauaa of thia Hohrilch and Carlson 
calculate tha ratio of svarago panatration dapth. 
Whan alactrons and positrons panatrata an abaorbar, 
thay undargo both alastic as wall aa intlastie intar-
actions with tha ato»« of tha absorbar. In tha caleula-
tions dua to Batra and Sahgal for tha ranges of alactron a 
and positrons, both thara procassas hava oaan takan into 
account. It i s assumed by than that inala*tic lntar* 
•ctions §x9 statistic ally indapandant of tha mtxgf loaa 
fluctuation a. Naar tha and of tha ranga of alactrons and 
poaltrona* tha anargy of tha particla i s snail and hanca 
tha occurranca of ttultlpi* scattaring ia axtranaiy larga. 
Tharafora in ordar to simplify tha calculations, i t la 
aasuaad by thaw that alactron first undargoas straight 
Motion and i ts intaraction with abtorbar ia only through 
5S 
inelastic p*octtt» Tht effect of multiple scattering 
on penetration i t ttktn into account tfterwards. 
According to continuous slowing down approximation,tht 
rang* R& of positrons and electrons of initit l kinetic 
energy S i t givtn by 
»%) • 5 T» * <J |>^]" .dB .,.. (3.3) 
+— j <f >Um\ <i4il* $<*>»* - • <a*4> 
whtxt tht +vt superscript stands for positron* and -vt 
•uptrscript ttandt fox electrons f i t tht density of tht 
absorber, tht total energy lost by collision ptr unit 
path length i t givtn by 
j | (<l ^oil " ; ^ f A " l tt ^ " ^ ^ «*< V)- S . . . ( 3 . 5 ) 
tnd f*( Y) • M 2 * ^^f-^-ln 2 • J ( *m *•••) 
whtre • 4 it i t the electron charge tnd mass respectively! 
A i t tht atonic weight of tht absorber; N0 i t Avogradxo't 
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number* p i» the rati© ©f particle velocity to the 
velocity of light in vacuua* I i* the average ionization 
potential energy* B « ymc2 i s the total incident energy! 
T • Cy*lji»c2 i® the kinetic energy of the electron end 6 
i t the density correction factor. SiraiUar exprecaion 
for positron «* l$5*coU ** **•* available* the expression 
for energy lots due to radiation when a faet electron 
penetrates en absorber of thlckneae ax i s given by. 
o 
where K i t the energy of the emitted photon in unite of 
r»c2, H i t the number of nuclei per c.c. end dcrk the 
differential fox* of the breaastrahlung crose-section?•* 
In order to apply the Multiple scattering correction 
the »can square angle of multiple scattering <&> ~ 
(when electrons traverae a finite thickneat of the 
abaorber) i t required* For calculating <J?*>~ $ the 
knwoledge of the total atopping power i t needed at the 
input requirement. So Betre and Sehgel found tiapie 
5S 
a»p liical relations of tha total stepping power which 
givaa tha aa»a value aa tha sua of aqn. 3.3 and 3.6. 
Alto tha raciprocal of thata *i*apla empirical ralationt 
ara «a»liy Intagrabta to finding tha ranga R~ aa givan 
by aqrt, 3,3 
For antrgiaa balow 0,3 MaVf thalr amplrical xalation 
ia givan by 
Wiara PT ( y ) • J-y"Q 
me* 
vfttara i 4 c ara eonatanta, j> and Z . tha danslty and 
atonic numbar of tha abtorbar. Tha conatanta m and c art 
givan in tha labia IIA, 
Numasical Valua* of n and a 
m « 
Z.valuaa (iltV.QaVfp) MaV-QaVgai 
J> <^ Z 3.10 * 0.0300 i.1700 
10 ^ Z ^ 38 * 0.00595 0.9280 
38^2 S92 - 0.00209 0,8100 
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f0* anox§lot ly l»f b*tvv««n ©• SttoV to 5.0 MoV, thai* 
•apir ic i l ralation7 for tho total stopping powa* I t 
givoii at 
y «* w \ (a* * * » " * ) l 
Lv ~*J 
?3.8) 
whtra a and b~ art constants, tho constants * and c In 
aqn.3.8 art diff arant frora tha constant* appa axing in 
aqn.3.7. Thtra constants art givan in tha Tablt I I -B 
Valuta of * and c 
» e 
2* Valuta MaV,Qi?/pa MoV,Cka/gm 
i $ . 2 $ 10 - 0,0330 1,3230 
10 ^ Z 5 3* - 0.0097 1.09U 
3 6 ^ 2 ^ 9 2 #^0.004* 0,9i9o 
VitVUglt fo*tH&fft j{ft<tt on tht atnttgition ,91, 
Multipla aatttaring cor x action to tha c. s.d.a. ran gat 
havt oatn ap^Uad by Batra 4 Sahgal6 at follows, whan tho 
* 
btaa of potitrons or a 1 act ran i t a l l ©wad to f a l l on tho 
6.) 
aoaorbar normally, than positrons a* alectrons procaad 
in tha diraction of incidanca until thay lost thai* 
•nargy to • value for which tha await squara projactad 
angla btcotaat vary laxgs. Tha particla thai* aftat aovt* 
randomly and thia random motion contributaa to straggling 
only, U t^ and <fi£>"* danota tha enargy and tha mam 
squara projactad angla rasptctlvaly, corresponding to tha 
instant whan tha notion of tha particla baeomaa random, 
than tht projactad ranga $& (t) i t givtn by 
Claarly tha aatiwatian of 8r (T) (i .a. tha aaan 
prajaction of tha path of tha particla on tha direction of 
incidanea in tha absorbar) rsquira* tha knowlsdga of 1* at 
wall aa ^Jfc > * 
B u t 8 < ^ > A • | < ^ > & 
whtra <jr*> ia tha waan squara daf taction of tha particla 
and raquiraa tha knowladga of multipla teat taring angla 
distribution. 
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whan aiac t*oit* and potitront pass through a natarial of 
thiclcnett dx having N at oat par c . c , than dua to Willi ana; 
/^ "faax« 
^
 7
 dx ^ ^ ©§ 2 
* 16 H dx 3 *<f £ («»V),Sin3 f Cot | • <!©, 
•* *a - j?rr 
Whara « t is tha scraaning tngla and tht aiattic 
tcattaxing crota*taction it cut off ©alow tha scsaaning 
angia and ©m • 'ft'Tha al attic scattering cross- taction dua 
to Matt t> Mattay it givan at 
^wM^\-^~t^ 1 
(3,10) 
a 2 
Whara V0~ * - * • and otha* aymkola hava thai* usual 
aaaning suasUtMtlng tha valua of thit ai attic teattaring 
* -^ ^ ' 
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cron-McUen, <«r> £ b«e«w» 
* • n 
Y - l 
J Y M ^V-W^CosB.Ue. 
V 
13,11) 
In order to ttkt into account tha afftct of scattering 
by atonic aiactrona 2r should ba saplaoad by 2U+lh Solving 
tht integral and amplifying ©n» gttt 
< J O A = ^Y<rxc*^o^- ^ ) 
<W ' Y^V oC ^ ^ 
7 - 1- o- ^ V \ J v t - i ) 
\_ ^ " - \ „ F c C z W - l M - ^ ^ _ i
 + 
Y1- ^ a- v \ ] Y ^ I 
tha third tara in bracktt together with tha diffartnca 
batwttn dx* md dx* will bring out tha dlfftranea in tha 
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value of <«?> ^ for positrons end electrons* when tht 
thickness penetrated by tht electron i t finita, tht tntrgy 
lot* cannot bt aagltettd in tht absorb** and has to bo 
taken into account. Mow according to tht suparpoeitiofi 
principle of •mail and independent deflections, tht vslue 
of tht ma an squara angle for a finitt thickness x i t given 
by integrating tht abovt aquation between x * 0 to x for 
sent particular instant of penetration. 
\ Y - \ 
^ Y 
-v Vli ^ 
y 
For considering tht ragion of energy upto 0%5MeVv eubsti-
tuting tht value of tdx)- from tht empirical relation of 
Batra and Sehgal and integrating tht above equation 
between tht l iait* \ o U-0) to V(x-x), out gtt 
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Whtr* DA i t constant *nd pj ( YQ) i s a function of Vb* ***<* 
hsnca eomplstsly known. How tha situation of random motion 
of positions and alactront by multipla scsttaring hsvs bsen 
visuaiitad by Bstra & Sehgal using ths definition of 
transport titan frot p»th A t r i . s . tha svarsgs distanct a 
psrticls travals bafora bting acattarsd through an angla 
< / > 
s» 
• i 
in ths previous 
tqn. ws gat 
± ± 
ov fiTv) - r,CY.) -, * - l3'i3) 
Sines D^ and p | t\£) art compiatsly know. Hsncs f j I Y) 
i s also know and dapands upon ths tnargy of ths lncidsnt 
positron or sltctron. Similiter rsi atlan for ths anargy rsgion 
from 0.3 MaV to 5*0 MsV can also baan writtsn as 
4E> 
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T corresponds to tht energy of tht particle when 
diffusion phtnonenon eete. Thtn etreggling free range 
of tht p«rticlt i t given by 
Figure* 29 to 32 shows scat of tht graphs of tht 
function Fj (Y) «nd F:| ( y ) vtjesutyo. Tht valuet for 
diffusion energy f& versus tht incident energy of tht 
pertlcle i t givenAfig 33 and 34. 
Element 
C 
Al 
Sn 
* i 
Pt 
ttd of $ll and Off* 
D I X 
2*8921 
1.2904 
0,8*41 
6.33G8 
0,3174 
0,1845 
0.179£ 
D2X 
3,2892 
1.4629 
0,6047 
0.3377 
0.3212 
0.1711 
0.1626 
rX Table 1X2 ihowe tht veluee ef tht conttante D ^
 Ml 3>£ 
-j«* different element». 
D. flUMgl+ffl oj „Rp/l^ ttfrth .tfa •'frheQgeUcato 
Table IV shows the values of ftr for electrons 
(1.77 MeV) and positrons (1.88 MeV) for some of the 
elements. The corresponding c . s .d .a ranges and the 
values of diffusion energy T— used for calculations 
i s also included in the Tables. The table IV also 
includes the projected ranges for rare earths based 
on the present theory. A comparison of experimental 
and theoretical ra t io of ranges i t presented in order 
to reduce the errors, as the errors involved in the 
measurement of the absolute ranges will be somewhat 
larger. 
Table V show the r a t i o R^/C for different t rans-
missions of electrons and positrons. I t i s clear ,from 
th i s table that *£/&! for different transmission i s 
equal within 5# or so. This i s also the order of error 
in the value of R /^lfC . 
6 *7 i 
if&fBXi'fft fflStiMOT mull" 
T* R* C Ai Q* Sn Pfc *v 
580 40$ 293 233 195 
1* f£ 520 400 265 210 ISO 
R^/Hj; 1, ID 1 , 0 1 1 .18 1 .14 1.30 
f£ 380 263 190 152 128 
5% B~ 330 262 130 131 100 
i£/kjj 1*15 1,01 1,06 1,1ft 1.28 
« M M M M « « a M W 
283 205 145 118 90 
m% *£ 247 201 143 105 82 
«*/&£ 1,15 1.02 1.01 1.13 1.20 
fl£ 202 143 100 82 67 
20* B£ 172 137 96 68 49 
RjJ/h£ 1.19 1.05 1.04 1.21 JU36 
ft* 152 107 75 60 SO 
30% Rj 127 101 69 SO 33 
B 0 / ^ 1.19 1.06 1.09 1*20 1.51 
- —... -1 •—— - '••• - - i . - —i i* — . - — i r~T- r " i i i HUMuii i u. iii i p - - r -T—-f i r r 
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A. Thaor«tical projected ranga* (R*»R~) for liquid* 
I t it ratbar tuTpxlting that vary l l t t l a axpariraantal 
investigations, concerning tha datarmination of panatration 
ranga* of alaotrona and positrons through compound* and 
alloys hava bten dona. Soma taaaatiraaanta of tha rangaa of 
electron* and positrons of anaxgy around JU8 **aV* In a faw 
liquid* and plastic* war* performed rocantly by tha author. i 3 
Tha stopping power of positrons* and electron* in a 
compound A ^ of molecular waight M la givan by*4 
jT Cpd • ' A B 
where A and a rapraaant tha atomic waight of constituent* 
and a and b represent tha number of atom* fmjn molecule A 
m& B respectively. 
Accarding to tha additivlty thaoraftj4 tha c,*»d,a, 
rangas of electron* ami positrons in a compound A ^ of tha 
•alacular waight N i l givan by 
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»MX# studying tha of fact of chemical structure of organic 
compound* on tht. »topping powtr of high tntrgy protons, 
Thoapson had provtd14 that tht tdtatioa (3*17) can ha 
appro*i»attd as* 
Rlbd * « — A : — I n „,.,,,• ,.,,„, ' (3.18) 
whtra RA and Rg n t tha range* cslculattd on tha basia of 
tha continuous slowing down approximation. 
* • • «PP«»«1»3 * « v a « . f th. r » 9 « of . • or . ' in 
compound* and mixturat i t to find out tha offactive valuta 
of atonic numbtr and atomic weight of a given compound, and 
than carry out tht calculation* txactly in tha sana aanntff 
at in tha east of an tlomant. 
Thompson*4 haa show axparimantaiiy that tha yalativt 
stopping powtr of vtriout compounds for high antrgy protons 
i t an additivt function of tha tlamants making up tha 
compound to within about 13*. A* thtrt la no fcnowiadgt of 
txptriotntal vtrificstion of tht validity of additivity 
thtoraa fox tht oast of tltctront and positrons tht author 
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prefers using the latter approach to calculate the 
projected ranges of electrons and positron* In a given 
compound, Ihe affective values of atonic number and 
atomic weight for • given compound ere obtained as followsI 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
where nA denote* the number of atoms per raolecule of i t h 
kind of constituent. Corresponding to the effective valuea 
of atomic nunber, arbitrary value of F§( Y) could be 
calculated simillsr to the one for the elements. 
Tha value* of diffusion energies T™ ere than estimated for 
a given energy T of the electrons or positron. Having 
obtained the valuei of f j f the values of K~(T) can be 
calculated frost 
«p " *tsda<TJ * frfsda^ <3«2*> 
1, Comparison of experimental and theoretical ranges 
tha calculated values of ft*U.88 MeV) md Hm (JU77 MeV) 
In water, benzene, toluene, teflon, plaakon, lumarith and 
braet are compared with tha Measured data, (See Table iyi} 
&»ff ^.n*t4 
*s.ftiN 
Aeff m mmim>vJkm 
1LH 
* * . 
8 
ait*"*»CiL 
lM 
I 
p 
o 
a. 
*L 
v 
VI 
> 
v*5 
g s 8 9 a a a 
•wf ^p^ " t *"Hi '"TF W ^ • • f 
2| £5 8 a $ 21 $ 
» * > * • # • 
I •> ¥§ f i 3Et ? • • 
^ s $ 3 s a a 
,4 «4 *t *4 © "* © 
§ S § $ i 8 S 
9 CO CO 9 d> <D <0 
« « J S 3 • 
3 W H 3> W w 
g § • 
s g s 8 a a a 
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Tho calculatad vaiuaa of T* and T^  are shown in 
column* 2 and 6 of Tabla VIj. Tha vaiuaa of T^ for l*T? MaV 
alactxons and 4»8$ ftltV positrons in watar, banaana and 
toluana as raportad in Tabla VU. 
Tha axparlmtntal *a wail at tha calculated ratio» of 
po citron* rango to that of alactrans in all matariaia 
$tudiad by tha author and ara glvan in col twin a 10 and 11 of 
Tabla VIJ. Ona obsairva* that thara ia quantitative dit-
©greasaent between tha calculatad and tha measured valuoa of 
Rp^p l n H v l d * . I t ia Intareatlng to not* that thia ratio 
ramains nearly tha aama for all tha liquids which tha 
present calculations also indicate* Tha theoretical approach 
show*3 that tha rang a« of nonanargatie alactrona and 
positrona dapand upon tha effective valua of 2/h and tha 
danaity of tha aiediu«# Tha effective vaiuaa of Z/k for 
majority of organic compound* l ia between 0*49 md G.36 and 
thair danaitiaa ara alao cleae to unity* Hanca tha ratio of 
in liquid* ia axpactad to ba naarly tha *ama. Largar 
obaarvad poaltrona tranamitalon in coupariton with alactrona 
in liquids ia not axplainabla. Tha calculatad valuoa of 
*£/lC in teflon, platkon and lunar lth ara in agreement with 
tha aaasured valua within tha i i a i t e of experimental 9XX9T* 
V> 
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For alloy* like brass, the mean projected ranges 
if 
were calculated fox copper and l ine, and thaaa valuat ara 
avexaged Id proportion hy wight. Out calculated valuaa 
of ^p/Rp in braas indicate* that positrons panatrata -mora 
thin elections, Tha author'* measurement* point out laxgar 
electron tranamlcaion than positrons. SeHger1* observation 
that tha transmission of electrons and positrons in braaa 
shows transmission txand similar to that of intermediate 
region of atomic number supports tha calculated values in 
bras*, fhua* present obsarvation in brass can not ho 
explained on the ba*i* of this theory? 
It is» thus, concluded that the present measurements 
about tha range* of electron* and poaltxona In element*, 
alloy* and liquid* can ho explained by reasonably wall by 
tha theory due to Batxa & Sehgal*6 
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o\mm ~> vi 
scitmuATiow comma STUDY 
4, A, Rtsolution and Una shape In scintillation count*** 
Although the scintillation counter ie of greet versati~ 
lity Uee for flxamplt tha review article by «ott and Sutton1}, 
It suffers, by comparison with oth#r energy measuring devices, 
from poor reaolution. Reviews of previous work on r*eolution 
ore to b» found in tha above artiei* I through 1957) and in 
•r t l e l . . by Wright2 nd Br.lt.nb.r^.r3. th. two l . t t . r being 
largely thooretical. Mora vacant pwx* «ra discuesed 
individually below. w« begin by discussing tha rola of tha 
photomultipliar ainca this imposes a basic limit to tha 
resolution attainable. This first study was made with an 
artificial light pulsar. 
4A3t. ftmlHUm mi *frt FtovmltlMw* 
Tha photo*ultipliers used in this study were RCA type* 
6342, 6810, 6810A and 7046, tha latter a &• tuba. In preli-
rainary studies, tha behaviour of the^irailax and raaulta are 
reported here only for tha 6810A and 7046. Both of thata 
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tubas of ft* indtptndtnt control of tht focussing condition*, 
fht distribution of voltagas on tht various dynodta was that 
raeomttndtd by tht manufacturer fox low light Itvtl appli-
cation*. Hit ataociatad alec Ironies §QT photoraultiplitr 
6810-A i t shown in Fig#i. It i t ft wbitt cathoda follows* 
built out of « doubla trloda 6BQM, Tht dif ftrtntitting 
timt constant of tht output signal was dtslgntd to tht 
multichannal analyetr, CStt Fig, la). Similar aiactronics 
for tht photomultipliar 1046 is givtn in (Fig.lb). Signal• 
on tht anodt of tht photoraultipliar wart diffarantiatad 
with a timt constant of about 40 yuaac. and analysad in a 
rtucltar Data m 101 236 ohtnntl kicksortar. This instrument 
has i t s own araplifiar in which tht puUaa art clippad by a 
1.29 juste, shorted dalay-lina. 
Praps* and Hickock4 and Swank and Buck5 havt discussed 
tha affact of tht choica of diffarantiating tint constants on 
raaolutioni this i s important whan coaparisona art to b* made 
between scinti l lators of diffarant dec ay-times, tht effect 
of which i s to give difftrtnt varlancas to pulsst of othar* 
wist equsl mean site from difftrtnt light sourcas. In tht 
pxastnt experiments tht Joint choica of a long photoisultiplier 
anodt tint constant and daisy-Una clipping tnsurts that no 
distortion of tht data occur*. 
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Pulsed l ight signals were provided by * light 
pulsar using tht Philip* ©I* 160 16977) voltag* indicator 
tub*? Thlt eub-rsiniaturt triod* has a phosphor-coat*d 
anode which i t dark whan bias*d bayond tht grid baa* hut 
which glows graen for bias** lta« than 3 volt, Th* tub* 
waa pulsed on by square pulta* of 1.0 £s«c* A continuoua 
w*ak source of varlabia intensity i s ohttintd by suitabl* 
adjustment of tht hint without pulsing tht grid, tht 
puis* g*n*rator operated at 1 Kc sec * and tht signals could 
ha varied in Intensity by a factor of about on* thousand by 
tht us* of filters* For very low light intensities,producing 
say, an average of i t t t than teh ©Hctrons at tht f i r s t 
dynode, tht tru* pulses become confus*d with th* noise of 
th* photontultiplier i t se l f . To separata th* two sourees of 
signals, tht l ight signal* w*r* adt)itted to tht kicksort*x 
by a gat* opened by tht sa»t signal that drove tht l ight 
pulsar. In this way* except for thos* puis*a occuring by 
chanc* during tht tiiat tht gat* i s op*n, nois* i t *)iclud*d. 
Computations were carriad out on tht University of 
British Columbia Alwae III E computer and on tht I.B.M. 1620 
at tht University of Mberta, Calgary. Unless otherwise 
indicated, «**n$ and variances w*ra computed from tht 
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cot&plttt data and not tstlaatad* for axampW, from full 
width at half»htlght of a ptafetd fstquanty function, 
(b) , ^ f t l t tfljMi, ...flffldfIf 
Basically, resolution and lint shapa In scintillation 
counttra art dtttralntd by tht statistical fraqutncy functions 
of fivt aaparatt proctasta In cascada* 
(a) Light production in tht scintillation ltstlf# 
(b) tight collection at tht photocathodt* 
(c) Production of electrons at tht photocathodtt 
(d) CoUtttlon of phototltctrons on tht first dynodt, 
(•) Multiplication in tht photomul U p H « r dynoda 
structure* 
Othar ralativtly unimportant sourcas of variation discuaatd 
by Brtlttnbargt*3 and by Wright2 $x@ dlsragardad hart* 
In tht prtatnt work tht following atatistical nodtla 
hava batn adoptad for tht fivt proctssta liettd abovtt 
(a) Light productiont An MSXJm, ** » primary photonti 
having a Paisaon distribution. Thla modal la plauaiblt to 
long a* wt assuaa that tht tvanta in which photona art 
produetd art indtptndtnti tht modal apptara to bt Juatifiad 
by tht txparimantal rtaulta. 
\ 
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(b) U) (d) Light eoU#etton, photoalactron production 
and collaction. Insofar • • aach of thata procassas 
constituta* a Barnoulli t r i l l* «.g. a photoalactron re-
laasad from tha cathoda eithar raachas tha f irs t dynoda 
or It do»sn»t, aach can ba rapraeantad by a binomial 
distribution, Furthsr, sine* any numbar of binomial pro-
casaaa In cascadt ganaratas a binomial fraquancy function, 
all throe procassas can bt taken togathtr into • eingla 
binomial distribution for which we daflnt a *transfer 
probability*» y » a« tho probability that a primary photon 
will xasuit in an electron arriving at tha f irs t dynoda* 
If wa «aka no as sumptions at this staga about tha 
modal to ba usad for tha dynoda stat ist ic*, than on tha 
basis of a thraa-etaga chain consisting of Polsaon light 
production, binomial transfer, and multiplication with a»an 
m on an arbitrary nodalf wa can use tha proparttea of 
statist ical ganarating functions3'7 to wrlta down soma 
ganaral rasults* Wa introduca tha dimansionlass "ralativa 
varianea** vir, varianca/(aa«n)2 4m<ft9^ throughout by V, 
with a subscript indicating tha particular fracpancy function 
contarnad. Tha ma an numbar, juA$ of alactrons arriving at 
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tht photomultiplitr anodt i s given toy* 
IIA • nr« 
and tht rtiaUvt vtrianet, VAi of tht fraqutney function 
Of thaat puis** by: 
vA • u*vm)/nr (1) 
«ihtrt VM it tht ralativa varianct of tht fraquancy function 
for tht multiplication proctss* Thus, regardlass of tht 
dt tails of tht statistical modal ustd In da scribing tht 
multiplication, tht ralativt varianca, VA, of puiatt at tht 
output of tht photomultipilar, la inversely proportional 
t o n t » tho nunsbar of tltctrona arriving at tht first dynodtt 
and hanca to tht mtan output signal* 
(t) Multiplication: tht multlpiiar structura it t coapltx 
systtoit itstlf involving a cascada of pro casta* In which a 
sigqlg altctron falling on tht first dynodt producaa a 
distribution in tht numbtr of tltctrona arriving at tht anodt. 
Tht statistical contribution of tht dynodt structura 
alona can bt infarrad by atudltt of tuba *olstf a fraction 
of which though not all, triata from alnglt tltctrona 
falling on tht first dynodt. Varloua authara2*®** havt 
daalt with multiplication, aaauning • Poisson medal for 
sacondary amission, Alto using this modal Lombard and Martin 
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have recently evaluated pulse height distributions 
consequent on single electrons entering tha dynode chain. 
Thay found peaked distribution** tha location of tha paste 
in relation to tha itasji pulse height baing datarminad by 
tha stags gain, These authors ram ark that. In fact, 
observed noisa spectra in actual photoroultipliers rateable 
a decreasing exponential and sxe not consistent with tha 
Polsson modal of secondary electron omission. 
Observations loading to a similar conclusion **• 
reported by Mlanf* Baickar*2 in a detailed study of tuba 
noiee, find* quasi-exponential noisa spactra using R.C, A. 
tubas md in the present work we too have always obtained 
monotonically decreasing noisa spactra, frequently slnoet 
exponential over several decades. Insofar at tha roach an i am • 
giving rise to noisa in photomultipliars aza s t i l l not 
properly understood;2 tha most satisfactory way,at praaant 
of constructing a modal for multiplier statist ica teem a 
to ba to make actual naasurenents of tha noita spectrum under 
tha prevailing conditions on tha tuba baing used. Since tha 
tuba noisa doaa not axisa exclusively from electrons origi-
nating at tha cathode, i t la necessary to distinguish this 
component fron others by allowing a wesk continuous light 
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to tali on tht €*thod» m&* by subtraction, to dottwaint 
tht nolso distribution of inttrast. 
Maasuramant* wore first fnada with th« light puls«r 
to U«t tht Initial assumptions outli(\«d abov*. Tht «««jt 
volttfo aignal on tht ptotaajtltipiio* inodt la «$* urmo/is 
whar» « i t tht anoda capacitance, m tht multiplication of 
tht tub* and * tht electronic ch»r9«. uxpratsion 
l i ) bacomas: 
This »xpr«s*ion presuppose* Poisson light production and 
binomial transit*. If Vm and ro remain constant, \fQ i s 
proportion*! to/»£*» this was found to ba rigorously trua 
for widt rang* of condition* (too fox axampla figur* 4* «nel G). 
forthtwftoro* if wo doliboratalf vary m and V-. by ©tana of 
th* focu* •lactrodt, then from (2) tho quantity 
v£ « V0^^*V16J abould also bo proportional t»;ug*« Itiia 
w«a also found to bo v t ca*t, xhara » and VR war* coaputad 
from singla-alactxon distributions found in tht aannoy 
datcribad aarliar. I t i t concludad that tha aaatistptiofta of 
Poi**on light production and binomial transfer art valid 
and that tht awpirical method of obtaining singla-alactron 
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distributions «s models for tht sultiplicatioft procaaa 
i s raaaonabla. 
(c) Bit MmM %tm M*tik ,^toUU<U«i.Mnt 
If wt now chooat an txpl ic i t mathematical modal 
for tht distribution of singlt -alactron pulse* in tht 
multiplier, wt e*n# *t l t t s t in principle, dataraina tht 
ehapa of tht idtal scintil lation lint* Tht fact that tht 
singla-alactron distribution i s naarly exponential suggeata 
using • simple exponential as s modal, lit therefore taka 
for tht frequency function of t *ingle-electraft pulsea 
Six) • t tx»Ux/t) where x i s any convenient maasurt of 
pulaa height* Applying now tht thaory of generating 
functions to tht Poiaaon-binomial-exponential caseads wt o 
obtain for tht output generating function 
a(o) • t ^ t x p i ^ A ^ ) 
whtra 9 i t an auxiliary variable. Replacing lnd yielde tht 
charactariatic function, which in turn i s tht Fourltr 
trtnsfora of tht output frequency function7* ^  fCxh 
gi v t n w toy* 
f(x) • N ^ t - ^ t - V ^ t x p C * JI^aCH*)^ (3) 
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whese IA i« a aodified Saaaal function of tha f iret kind 
fox Imaginary argument, m4 H replaces nT , tht mean 
number of electrons reaching tht f i r s t dynode. Tha solution 
also h«» a delta function of magnitude a* N at th« origin* 
representing the cascades that break or fai l to start. 
Soma properties of tha distribution are at follows: 
n . » y u - N., V«1«C. o2 . 2N.2 (4) 
I t has a finita value at x » 0 and ia&anodel for H<&* 
It la skewed to tha l*ft» i . e . tha rood© occurs at lowar 
valua s of x than doe* tha ma an. For large N tha mod* tanda 
to (N-2)a and tha diatribution aa whole tanda to gauaeian* 
Thaaa relations war* tattad uiing tha 7046 photo* 
multiplier. 3y means of tha focua control tha noie* spectrum 
waa adjusted to ha ae nearly a simple exponential aa i t was 
poeeibl* to raake I t . Because of ioaa of counts in tha, f i r s t 
four klcksorter channels in this particular measurement, 
tha noiaa spectrum waa not certain in tha region near tha 
origin hut i t waa assumed to ha exponential. Light pulses 
mxm generated aa described in section (a) and to reduce 
tha contribution of landom noia* pulses to a negligible 
level , tha photomultlplier waa cooled to dry-ice temperature. 
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and norasliaiiif tha areas to mnwtii countj the value e l 
H for each curve follows Iron u « a*, Utaae distributions 
are shown in figure 2 where logarHfjUi gji les «r# used 
to cover the wide rsnge of pulse heights encountered. The 
value of N ranges from less than one electron per pulse 
to about 900. Ihe agraement between the observations and 
the computed distributions i s extremely gratifying. 
The function (3) can also be used aa an excellent 
approximation to the l ine shape even when the single-electron 
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spectrum Is a d exponential,if a ic interpreted aa « 
teal a factor given by A * e§/fy*Q* Figure 3 shows three 
distributions for a 631DA photomultiplier obtained in 
this way* In this case the single-electron distribution 
wee clearly not exponential, and was mora nearly a hel£~ 
gausaian with Vm« 0,33 instead of unity aa i t would be 
for a simple exponential. Again, agreement i s excellent. 
In this figure the skew character of the distributions 
la evident. 
The foregoing argument® present a coherent enough 
picture to suggest that a reasonably satisfactory sat of 
statist ical models ha* been found to describe the perfor-
mance of the photoaultiplier in a scinti l lation assembly. 
In particular* expression (3) can probably bt regarded aa 
a sufficiently food representation of the shape of the 
ideal scintillation line even in cases where the simple 
exponential model from which i t was derived la not 
applicable. I t la neverthaiaaa •Ideal* in the sense that 
i t takes no account of variations in transfer probability 
discussed below. However in so»e casta i t dots fairly 
adequately represent the l in t shapt In practical scintil lation 
counters, for example, in the cast of alpha-particle 
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•xcitation of a liquid scintillator discus sad in tha 
naxt sactlon and parhaps alto for gamma ray a of vary 
low entrgy In sodium Iodida. It la 4«st in thasa casta 
that tha skaw character of tha distribution la signi-
ficant. Fox larga signals tha distribution la 
•ffactivaly gaussian. 
lit, fli.„,,. ,,..3*. .^ fifliflitlkAflflefty „.iftti tffibl JLfi 
(a) SlatisUcftl. f i s tax t, ..in ScinUU tttagt 
In addition to tha photomultipliar affaot discussad 
abovt» tha scintillator itsalf introduce* additional 
sour cat of statistical fluctuation*. Tht most obvious 
staas from tha fact that tha scintillator occuplte a 
finita voltma. For purtly gtomatrical raosons, scinti-
llation avants taking pi act in diffarant rtgiont of tha 
scintillator raault in diffarant numbers of primary 
photons raaehing tht cathodt, ao that tha fraquaney 
function of tha tranaftr la no longar binomial whan 
avaragad OVT a numhar of avants. An axpllcit calculation 
•f thla gaonatrleal offact haa batn carriad out by 
Xukuehkin and ftatnar33*34 for a sodium iodida crystal and 
Hiskoek and Iteaptr** havt astiaatad i t for sodium iodida 
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from Bitasuxassant* ittdft with t vaxisty of crystals and 
photomultlplitrs. Similar analysts havt btsn madt by 
9uxeh2*f Qtrnaby and Saxion2* and ixini « | a l 2 8 fox vtxy 
Isrg* organic scintillators, iian-untfomity of to* 
photoeathodt is now of importance sinct tht distribution 
of photons ovtx tht cathodt i t no longsr constant from 
tvtnt to avent * * Other contributions to varionct 
2 16 
are flaws and inhomoganeities in tht cxyttai » , adgt 
effects, ana tht possibility that tht fluorescence 
mtchaniias in tht scintillator i t not Poiasonian3. Kality 17 A& M. nav* suggests*! that sodium lodidt hat an 
"intrinsic resolution* that i s characteristic of tht 
oataxial r agar disss of i t s ftorattrical fox». Wxight and 
Oaxlick*** dxaw similar conclusion* fox crystals of 
caleiusi tungstate, potaisiun iodida and diamond* 3i*i 
and Zappa** discuss the xolt piaytd in xtsolution by tht 
tniltiplt interact ions that chaxacttslsticaily coats ibutt 
to tht full-tntxgy pt*k fox a,a»aie>xay dataction in eodlua 
lodidt and Ztxby, Mtytx and Muxxay20 and Ixtdalt21 havt 
elegantly demonstrated thtt such aultiplt inttxactions 
MttMd „ith ^ . p r ^ u p n u - w « .„ ,» . .*> . . . u l t 
in m *intxinsic broadening* of o,aBim#«xay lints which i t 
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a significant contribution to the total Una width* 
Burch26 Kid Xrtdala2* hava diacusaad fluctuation* in 
tht numbs* of dolt a. rays along an ionising track aa a 
furthtr source of iina width, 
Tha abova affacta raquirs modification of 
axpraasion tl) for tha raiativa variance V^  of tht 
scintillation lina* If tha light amission doaa not 
follow tha Pols son modal* relation (i) feecomos f 
VA* (vn " ^ * *1# V / f i r *5* 
whert Vn is tha raiativa variance for tha production of 
photon*! and if in addition, tha transfer probability 
varies froa event to event, at is tha caaa whan scinti-
llations occur in diffarant ragions of a large scintillator, 
wa than haves 
VA * VT • tiw T) (Vn»i/n) • U*v B)/nr (6) 
whara Vj is baaically tha raiativa varianca of tha 
fraquancy distribution of tranafar probabiUtiaa, Zn a 
practical scintillator VT may also includa, addltiveiy* 
affacta intrinsic to tha scintillator? *2* and ba anargy 
dtpandant. Tha iaat tarn in aach of thtaa expressions 
raprasanta tha contribution of tha photcmultiplier to VA» 
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In tlit following sections an attempt hat be#n 
mad* to account for tilt t f f t c t of var iaol t tran»ftr 
probability on r*solution, and m shall sctft* to t h l t 
eontsibution to % at th t * t rans i t* va*ianca.* 
in offdt* to t e t t o a t t tha magnitude of t h t abova 
contribution, the spread of pule* heights fron diff t rent 
regions of a liquid sc in t i l l a to r was determined by 
immersing in I t a swall alpha-particl* source. Tha 
sc in t i l l a to r fiat MB 2 i t which i s non-volatile ©ml 
largely i«nwn« to oxygon o^enehiito,. 
To I so la t t transfer eff*cU specifically, th t 
response of th is s c in t i l l a to r to an external aotirca of 
alpha part ic las wat f i r* t determined. For th is purpost 
i t was incorporated in a glass cal l l.T in diasaeUr, 
f i l l ed to a dapth of 0,? cm and optically coupltd direct ly 
to tht photocathoda of a 6810A photomuitipli*r. M 
aluminum r t f l«c tor surrounded th t ca l l in$idt tht walls 
and a plana reflector was hold Jus t above th* surf act of 
tht l iquid. Mph*-p*rtlcl*$ wart incident on th t faeta 
aurf aca of t h t liquid through a small holt in tht upper 
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refiectorv and were varied In energy by adjusting the 
distance of th« source fxoat tht liquid surface. The 
holt in the reflector was kept sufficiently am til (3 mm 
in diameter) to eliminate the need for solid angle 
corrections. It w u hoped that by confining the alpha* 
partlcies to » very email area on the top surface of • 
relatively large volume of scintillator that geometrical 
light collection factors would be the same for all 
scintillations? the alphe-particle source itsslf(5.3 MeV) 
consisted of Po deposited on a plane polished silver 
foil from a solution of polonium in 0,5 N hydrochloric 
acid Urbachsr and Philipp)?2 The thickness of a similar 
source was measured on the University of British Columbia 
magna tic analyser and was negligibly small, in order to 
avoid corrections for alpha*partlcle range straggling, the 
minimum alpha-particle energy used was about 3 MeV where 
the contribution from straggling to the relative variance 
Is about 3 x DO"4 (Evans)?3 The results for alpha-particlts 
on liquid scintillator are shown in figure 4 (upper curve) 
where relative variance is plotted against reciprocal mean 
pulse height* The points are consistent with a straight 
line through the origin. For comparison purposes a 
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corresponding curva for tha artificial light pulsar, 
representing *id«al» resolution i t shown. It ia dear 
that tha ralativa variance of tha liquid scintillator 
ia son* 25% greater than for *idaal* pulses of similar 
moan pulse height* Seeausa of tha source georaatry i t 
&9m$ unlikely that thla increase could be due to 
varlationa in tha light collection efficiency, Whtthtx 
i t is a conscience of tha use of tha heavily Ionising 
alphs-p articles or la a proparty of tha scintillator 
in tha sense of en intrinsic r a solution unfortunately 
cannot be determined from tha preeent axperlments. 
Transfer of facta £&&&& tha liquid scintillator 
wara than investigated by filling tha scintillation call 
to a depth of 1-1/4 inchaa and immersing in i t a small 
alphe-paxticle source that could ho moved from place to 
place, Thla source mm Po**v deposited on tha and of a 
length of silver wire, 0*030 inchaa in diameter, for a 
distance of about 1 ABB* The source wire passed through 
• hole in an oversize, plane* aluminum reflector resting 
across tha top of tha call, Tha reflector was con*trained 
to follow lateral movement* of tha source and completely 
covered tha top of tha scintillator call at all times. 
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With the sou re* s&ihlfl tho scintillator and at 
tho gaometric contra of i t , tho point rtprtstniad on 
figuro 4 by tho optn circlo was obtained. Btcausa of 
tho m*l% siaso of tho source, with • aiagJU, reading of 
this typo transfer variance should ba small and tho 
point should Ha vary d o to to tho lino obtained with 
extarnal alpha-particla axcltation, ovan though tho 
sourca Is now insida tho scintillator. This i s toon 
to bo tho cato. 
Holdings woro now takan of mean pulsa haights In 
pianos parallal to tho turftoo of tho scintillator from 
tho basa of tho cell until tho sourca bogan to omorgt 
through tho surfaca, tho oxtromo variation batwoon 
dlfforont points in tho scintillator wot about 20$ and 
tho rolatlvo standard deviation 4% (rolotivo varianca 
17 x 10"*, 180 sampling pointt). An indapandant chack 
of this figuro was obtainad at follows! A strong Polonium 
sourca was proparod and loft in tha scintillator for 
24 houra. In this poried, tho liquid baeama fairly 
haavlly contaminated, Tho sourca was than raotovod and 
tho pulsa apactrua from tho contaminatad scintillator 
obsorvod. This contains contributions from all parts of 
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ttit volume and should h a w a correspondingly increased 
relative variance* Thie experimental point ia ehown at 
a triangle in figure 3» It Ilea above tha former curve 
toy 18 x JU)*4 which is to ha compared with 17 x JO*4 
obtained in tha thrao dimensional survey* Thia agreement 
may bt regarded as vary satiaf actoxy and it appeara that 
the** figures provide a reasonable astiwata of tha trana-
far varianct for scintillation avents randomly dlatri-
buted throughout tha scintillator volume. 
It waa observed in the survey that tha contours of 
equal response on a horizontal section of tha scintillator 
foilowed mora or last closely the shape of tha sensitivity 
contours of tha phot oc at node obtained by scanning a email 
light spot Over ita surface, although tha absolute variation 
from point to point was much lose* It aaema cloar that 
greate* uniformity of tha photosurfac# would hava reduced 
tha value of tha transfer variance significantly, at least 
in tha preeent scintillator. Making tha cathode Jjyu 
uniform by adjustment of tha focu* control certainly 
worsened the resolution, even when correction had been 
applied for tha consequent reduction in mean pulse height. 
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A vertical, section through the scintillator showing 
contour* of equal response it shown as an inset to 
It it interesting to observe that in all except 
the last measurement (contaminated scintillator) the 
resolution is still close enough to Ideal for the dis-
tribution curves to be noticeably skewed and for the 
*ide«l* line shape of section C O to be able to give a 
good fit to then* 
When the scintillator Is us«d for the detection 
of gamma**aye, transfer effects are again expected to be 
important since ionising events take place throughout 
the volune of the scintillator. The above survey was 
used to interpret the resolution observed for uneoiii-
mated gamma-ray a of energy 0.311* 0,622* 1,23 and 2,62 MeV 
in the same scintillator* incident on the top surface* 
The interpretation of resolution for gamma»ray detection 
in an organic scintillator is not so straight forward as 
it is in sodium Iodide* for Instance* because there is no 
full-energy peak and the resolution must be estitsated 
from the shape of the Coapton edge. The following 
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FIG-b 
RESOLUTION DATA FOR GAMMA RAYS IN A I IQl IID STINTII I ATOR 
SOLID ciKCLLb • gamma-ray resolut ion 
OPEN CIRCLES: gamma-ray resolution corrected for transfer effects. 
L'mes A & P are respect ive ly alpha-par Licks and plioiornultipl ier 
reso lu t ion taken f rom Fiq.4. 
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procedure waa adoptadi Electron energy distributions 
war* computed^ for each energy* gauaeian resolution 
function* were than folded in with a range of valuat 
of relative standard deviation at tha Compton edge* 
Graphs were than cons true tad showing tha ratio* abcissa 
at maximum/abcissa at half height JOU&UJ relative 
standard deviation. Tha same ratio was found foe the 
experimental Compton distributions and from tha graph 
tha appropriate ralativa standard deviation* tha iattar 
figures, converted to relative variance* are shown in 
figure 5 (solid circles) together with the "ideal* 
photomultipliar resolution line* and the alpha-particle 
resolution curve discussed earlier. The experimental 
errors are unfortunately large here because of the method 
of estimation used and are the standard deviations of 4 
measurements for the three upper points and 2 measurements 
for the lowest (2.62 MeV). The points for gamma-ray 
resolution l ie well above the curve for the sane scinti-
llator under alpha-paxticle excitation and the increaae 
may be attributed to variations in the transfer probability* 
The three-dimensional survey of the scintillator waa used 
roughly to estimate the expected contribution to the 
9 3 
relative variance from such transfer effects as 
follows* 
Signals at the Conpton edge arts* from electrons 
projected straight forward, Tht pulse heights from tht 
three dimensional survey war* therefore averaged over 
a distance equal to the range of such an electron 
parallel to the direction of incidence (perpendicular to 
the surface of the scinti l lator) . No allowance was made 
for multiple scattering or adga offacta. 
- The Corapton edge i t se l f does not Ha at half* height 
at la frequently supposed but vary cloae to two-thirds 
height* For resolution* up to about 15%, two-thirda 
height estimate* the Coop ton edge to better than J$* 
In the case of the 511 and 622 KeV ga-nma-rays the average 
was weighted to allow for the exponential absorption of 
the radiation. In an organic scinti l lator of this s ize, 
multiple interaction* can be neglected. 
The contribution* from transfer effect* computed in 
this way were subtracted from the experimental relative 
variances to give the points shown by open circles in 
figure X Although thasa are mora consistant with the 
resolution line for alpha-particle* on the liquid than that 
for the photowultiplier alone, the latter line Ha a wall 
sd 
within tht 95$ confIdenct limit* for tht linear 
regression f i t to tht dot* and wt cannot draw any condi t -
ions from thest mo*sur«a«nts about tht axis tenet or other-
wist of a true intrinsic resolution for this scintil lator 
suggtsttd by tht alpha-partlclt meaturtments. Howtvtr. i t 
i s correct to say that tht major portion of tht relativt 
varianct Is accounted for by a combination of photomultl* 
pilar stat is t ics and transftr effects, Edgt effects and 
scattering, nog lee tad here, will product somt further 
worstning in resolution. 
Similar observations were made for an HE 102 plastic 
scintillator of the same dimensions, packed in magntaiua 
oxide* Within the Irathtr largo) experimental error* tht 
gamma-ray resolution wat tht same aa for the liquid* Alpha-
particlt resolution was slightly worse (about 8% ill 
relativt varianct) but this could be dut to surfact dtftcta 
in tht eolld plastic* 
U) Jfrflntttx uftfiti in MMm latijdt 
Tht rtaulta for gimma-ray dtttction in tht organic 
scintil lator thoiai in figurt 4 art vtry rtailnitctnt of 
300 r~ i— . , —i 1 - , - , ,
 r 
2 4 6 e 10 
,. „ ,. RECIPROCAL ENERGY - Mev" 
RESOLUTION DATA FOR GAMMA RAYS IN -SODIUM IODIDF 
LXPERIMFNTAL POINTS ARE SHOWN BY SOLP CIRCLES. 
Curve P contr ibut ion f rom the photomultipl ier 
Curve A : experimental curve cor rec ted for intrinsic resolution 
Curve B c o r r e c t e d for de l ta - ray f luc tuat ions. 
Curve C : co r rec ted for photomultipl ier, r eso lu t i on . 
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similar curves for gamm»-r«y detection in Nel(Tl). 
(Kelley MX J& » 3emstain29 8 i t i and Zappa * aaa also 
figuxa 6. Mot only i s tha trand of tha curves with 
energy similar, hut thay l i a about tha aasa distance 
above tha l int of idaai resolution. This originally 
suggested that tha increased Una-width in sodium iodida 
might contain a large contribution fro* transfer varianca 
»nd not ba dua entirely to an intrinsic resolution of tha 
typa suggested by Kail ay j $ j&7 Resolution waa therefore 
m«asurad for gamma-rays in a codiua iodida crystal, 1-1/2* 
di«mot«r» 1-1/4* high, mounted on a 6810A photomultiplier 
and tha rasuits ara shown in figure 6 I solid circlas) . In 
thia inatanca tha ordinata, •'to*f la tha square of tha 
ralativa full width at half-height of tha full-energy peak 
and not tha true ralativa variance used elsewhere In thla 
p&jxrit In order to find tha latter i t la necessary to have 
tha full-enargy paak aufficiently wall separated from tha 
xaat of tha spectrum that a plausible estimate can ba made 
Of Ita ahapa in tha ta i l s of tha distribution which have a 
large influence on tha varianca. Although an attempt wta 
made to find tha true ralativa varianca by estimating tha 
ahapa of tha curve, tha raaulta had an unacceptable acattar 
!0 
and the ettempt was abandoned* If all the factors that 
contribute to tht lint width wart strictly gausslaa^ 
would be related to the trua relative variance, VA by 
M 2 • 5*S6 V^ . Although this will not actually by the 
cast, our knowledge of these functions la insufficient 
and wt hava been obliged to proceed under the gausslan 
assumption} the quantitative error Introduced probably 
does not exceed the other uncertainties and the qualita-
tive arguments are not effected. The points In figure o 
are the f&eans of six determinations and the errors art 
sample standard error©. The gamma-rays were of energy 
(in SeV) 2.62, JL2SV *•!!» 0,662, 0.5U# 0,279 and 0*123 
and they wars uncollimatod. The curve Is essentially 
17 29 
similar to those published by Kelloy MXJA. * Bamstein » 
and Sisi and Zappa except that i t does not extend to 
such low energies. The line P represents the contribution 
of the photomultipller itself to<V|2 and was obtained using 
the light pulsar* 
In addition to the contribution of the photomultipller, 
thara is the contribution to <Y12 from the Intrinsic reso-
lution diecuased by Zerby, Meyer and Murray20 and Iredale?1 
These two investigations agree wall at energies above 0,5 MeV 
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but «r« in serious disagreement at lowar energies.' Id 
•1lowing for intrinsic resolution we hava preferred the 
results of Zerby j& jl 2 as being much mora detailed arid 
embodying fewer approxitn»tion». These author* publish 
curves showing intrinsic resolution at a function of energy 
and crystal site. It la zero below about 100 K«V where the 
full-energy peak result* almost entirely from a single 
photoelectric event* rlaaa to a maximum of 3$ relative full 
width at half-height at about 400 K«V and than falls «ore 
slowly to about 1$ at 3MeV. No significant variations art 
found for diffaring conditions of source*crystal geometry, 
and for crystal a greater than on* inch in diameter and 
height only a vary alow change with crystal size is observed 
and than only at gamnikray energies over 0,5 MaV* Wt hava 
therefore taken the intrinsic resolution from figure 4 of 
the paper of Zerby j& J& 2 0 with a reduction for crystal 
•lie from their figure 5. 
The affect of subtracting this intrinsic resolution 
from tha experimental curve in figure 6 la shown by the 
dashed curve, A, A furthar source of line-width, discussed 
by Iredale la contributed by fluctuations in secondary 
electron (delts-ray) production* Ha has computed this 
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contribution fox a crystal slightly larger than that 
usad in tht present experiment*. I t i t ataumad that 
tht at f igures art valid for our sajallar cryatal md thay 
hava baan subtractad from curva A in figure 6 to yit ld 
curva B, i t i t unfortunate that Iradala's results do 
not axtand below 200 K*V and i t would be particularly 
interesting to know tha behaviour at lower anargiat. 
Finally, if wa now further subtract tha contrl* 
bution from tha photomultipiier, curva G i t obtained.lt 
i s clear that a major fraction of tha lino width remain c 
to ba accountad for. Wa interpret this as dua to variable 
transfer probability. Curva C than represents (apart from 
a constant factor) tha trans far variance as a function of 
gem»a-ray energy. It i s instructive to discuss tha expected 
for* of thia curva, particularly at low energies for which 
experimental data i s lackings At vary low gamma-ray 
energies, tha absorption coefficient in sodium iodide Is 
ao larga that an overwhelming fraction of tha scinti l lation 
event* takes place in tha top surface layers of tha crystal. 
Evan at 100 KeV, for instanet, over 90% of tht interactions 
take place in tha top 0,3 m9 Mostly by tht photoelectric 
affact* For low energies therefore all garrma-ray energies 
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should ehara a common transfar variance represented by 
tha ralatlva variance in tha light collection efficiency 
across tha top surface of tha scintillator, with • riaa 
beginning in tha region of IQQ KtV at tha gamma-xay* begin 
to penetrate mora deeply into tha crystal. If tha photo* 
•ltctric affect wara alone responsible for garjsae*ray 
absorption* w* should than expect tha curve to continue 
to riaa until, for a crystal of tha sixe usad hara* i t 
levelled off at energies abova about TOO K»V at a value 
a$»ai to tha transfer vaxianca taken over tha whole volume 
of tha crystal. In tha ragion where tha riaa would bagin, 
however, multiple events start contributing to tha full* 
anargy peak, Tha light production i t now tha weighted 
avaraga of at least two samples from tha distribution of 
tranafar probabilities. It is a wall-known statistical 
result that such an avaraga has a reduced variance. In 
thia case, tha variance is reduced by a factor e«*Jal to tha 
sun of tha squares of tha relative anargy releases. At 
higher energies, an increasing fraction of tha full-energy 
peak is due to secondary and higher interactions. (At 662KeV 
for instance roughly 79$ of tha counts in tha full-energy 
peak *x* due to aultipla avanta2**31*32). Wt should 
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therefore expect tha transfer variance to rtach • f lat 
maximum m& than to bagin to f t i l a* tha abova averaging 
procaot takas ova*. In tha praaent crystal tha maximum 
appaaxs to 11a at about 296 KaV, At this anargy tha 
Compton and photoelectric cross-saction• axa aqutal* At 
tha highast anargy used hara, 2,62 MaV, tha contribution 
of nmltipla intaractions i s dominant* As an axanpla.if 
tha full anargy paak at thit enargy ware productd axclusivaly 
by thrta-fold avents regardad at random samploa, (#.g,pair 
plus tha captura of both annihilation quanta) tha transfer 
varianca would ba raducad to about 40% of th# valua for 
tha cryatal as a whola. Although tha situation i t actual-
ly a good daat mora coaplax than thit simpla i l lustration, 
this i t of about tha magnitude of tha obearvad fa l l in 
transfax varianca batwaan 250 K*V and 2*62 MaV* Whila i t 
ia doubtful whathar any raal physical maaning can be attachad 
to an axtrapoiation of tha transfar varianca curva to avan 
highar anargias* bacaust of tha increasing importance of 
adga and ascapa affactt* i t ia nevartheleaa worthwhile to 
ram ark that tven i f thasa i attar could ba eliminated, tha 
curva would s t i l l not axtrapolata to taxo at infinita enargy* 
Only i f a vary avant producad light unifosaly throughout tha 
lOfi 
volume of the crystal would this occur* and tht ditcratt 
character of tha processes by which garamarays convart 
thaix energy to light precludes this possibility. 
81.1 and Zm& Am, h . v « 1 y , . d th. d,pend.nc. 
of iinwwidth on energy* In a statistical sense* their 
argument la formally identical with that present** hart* 
However* tha data on intrinsic xe-soiution were not avall-
abla to tham and thoir method of analysis implies that the 
transfer variance for a single interaction la independent 
of energy* While this may very well be true for very low 
gamma-ray energies* i t does not seem likely for all energies 
aa the aurvey in the liquid scintillator, discussed In 
taction 4--A3shows. Here considerable point-to-point variations 
were observed in a scintillator of the tame geometric site 
on the same photomult&pller* Insofar as the variations 
observed paralleled closely the non-uniformity of the 
photocathode* a similar variation aiay be expected within the 
sodium iodide crystal, although because of i t s different 
optical properties (e.g. surface finish, reflector}* an 
exact qjantitative correspondence i s not to be expected* 
While i t doea not seem sensible to make detailed quantitative 
comparisons between the two scintillators* i t i t perhaps 
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worthwhile to roak* two cautious semiquantitative ones* 
Tha transfer variance waa aeasured in tha liquid «cinti-
l l «tor as IT x UO*4, If tht frequency distribution of 
transfer probability* war* gaussian, which i s only 
approximately trua* this would correspond to a value for 
w of about 90 x 10 which ia rat hay larger than the 
data of figure $ would load ua to expect. However, since 
thit la an equally weighted average over the whole volume 
of the scintillator and make* no allowance fox the uneqjel 
weights for primary events duo to the exponential absor-
ption in tht scintillator* I t certainly represent* m 
extreme upper limit* A calculation baaad on primary events 
and allowing for absorption, reduces the above figure to 
about 60 x JO*4 at 662 KaV and thia i s consistent with the 
observations. The liquid scinti l lator survey also suggests 
the course of curve C at lower energies, faking the 
transfer variance for the top 0,5 CM of the crystal only, 
wt obtain a value 4,7 x 10"4, i . e . , a contribution of 
25 x ID"4 to'h2 ixm transfer affacta at about 100 KaV and 
the curve C (figure 5) has therefore bean axtandad to this 
value at 100 KaV to suggest the behaviour a lower energies. 
Thia argument also iaplies that the contribution fro* 
delta-rays continue* to increase below 200 KaV, i t should ba 
10S 
emphasized again that tha numerical values quotod here 
should not ho taken too seriously since they ere based 
on measurement* in « different scintillator* However 
we believe that the qualitative arguments art sound. I t 
would be of interest to extend the measurements to lower 
energies with the Joint use of a l ight pulsar to isolate 
tho contribution of the phototmiltiplier and to extend the 
calculations on delta-ray fluctuations into this region. 
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4 .3 , RESOLUTION # © CATHODE UNIFORMITY IN SCINTILLATION 
COUNTERS 
I t has long been recognised that the detection of 
gercme reys by a sc in t i l l a t ion counter ia affactad by s t a t i -
s t i ca l fluctuations in tha dataction procats dua to inhomo-
ganeitias in tha s c i n t i l l a t o r , photoraultiplier and ataociatad 
electronics , Thasa and other cauaaa of pulse-height variation 
hava been outlined in a nurnb«r of ar t i c l e s such as thoaa 
published by Wright1 and Breitanbargas? Thus, thara are a 
number of factors 3 which l imit tha r a solution that can ha 
achiavad. Soma of thasa factors hava baan experimentally 
investigated for gararaa-reys by Prescott and Takhar? However, 
thara has been l i t t l e experimental work on tha uniformity of 
tha photocethode, which ia ona of tha factors effecting 
resolution. Godlove and Wadey hava investigated large number 
of photoraultipllers for cathode uniformty without involving 
tha focussing control voltage* Tha present an^xwrtia a further 
extension of th i s work using a better l ight source and a 
precise t e c h n i c s which wi l l be described later* Tha af fect of 
focusalng control voltage on tha photoeatbode uniformity i a 
investigated. Profilea of uniformity of a photoaathods are 
113 
glvtn in f lvt contour maps* Th# variation In uniformity 
along two mutually perptndicuiar axes, !••* tht said* and 
minor axes, of tht photoeathodt at various focus voltages 
i s shown in a numbtr of graphs* 
4 9.2.. £m><?3» fM.ftetfoak 
Photomultipliers generally show considerabls 
variation of photosensitivity across ths cathode surfacs. 
This was pointed out by Godlev* and Wadayf This variation 
products a different puis* height for flashes occuring 
near photocathoda regions of high and low sensitivity*Tht 
rosponsivity of a photoraultiplier varies ovor tht surface 
of a photoeathodt because of variations in ths quantum 
efficiency of tht titctron optics of tht tubs, tht proesse 
of manufacture, tht typs of photo-surface, tht design of 
tht titotron optics, tht shadow of tht focussing gri l l and 
tht shapt of photoeathodt. 
Assuming ail tht parameters as wall as tht dynodt 
voltagt, tht shielding stc . art fctpt constant* with an 
imagt of constant s i s t and brightness any change in tht 
output puist htlght will corrtlatt to tht artft illuminated 
on tht photoeathodt. Further by changing tht focussing 
Hi 
voltage, the variation in pulse-height due to photo* 
electron collection efficiency of the electron optics 
of the tube could be investigated to give tone idea of 
the uniformty of a photocathode and how it is affected 
by the focussing controla* 
In order to ecan the photocathode area* a special 
5 kind of pulsed light source wee conetrueted using a 
Phillip* DM 160 (6977) tube. Thia source wee modified 
to give a well-defined image about 0.5 mm in diameter 
impinging on the photocathode. Tho DM 160 is 3 voltage 
indicator tube* This is a directly heated subroiniature tube 
and it has a phosphor-coated anode, which is dark when 
the tube is biased beyond the grid bias but which glows 
green for negative bias less then about 3V under the 
recommended operation conditions (plate voltage 90V9 
filament voltage 1.5V). The intensity of light output ia 
a function of grid voltage and so may readily be varied* 
normally in operation the tube is biased beyond cut-off 
and pulsed on by means of positive pulses of arbitrary 
shape applied to the grid with grid pulses of rise time 
0*05 M Sec. The flasher continues to operate satisfactorily 
with square grid pulses 0.1 jt sec. wide. Over a period of 
1J5 
hours tho flasher wis at loast as stabio «• tho associated 
photomultiplier assembly. In tho end-on viewing position 
light from tho filament produced no measurable increase in 
photomultiplior noise, and in any cast noise may bo 
reduced either by use of an optical filter or by undo** 
running tho filament, which operates totitfactorlly at 
currants at low as ono-third of tho rata value. 
Tho pulsar tub* was mounted 25 a u from tho photo* 
cathoda and viewed and-on. In this position and with tho 
heater 50# underrun, light from tho haatar did not odd 
measurably to tho phototuba noise. A hollow brass tubt, 8* 
long and l/2* diameter, with an orifice of 0.5 mm, at tho 
bottom was used to obtain on impinging spot of light ~ * 
on tho photocathodo* A special typo of source holder wot 
dotignod for tho source to soon tho photocathode sensitivity 
contour a, Tho source holder wot dotignod to that tho 
source could ho moved into any position over tho photo* 
cathode by neons of two eccentric rotations of tho tools* 
Tho whole body of the holder rotate* and tho source can bo 
placed at any radial dietanee by tho rotation of tho upper 
soal with reapect to tho lower soal. Thus a well-defined imago 
of 0*5 as siso was obtained at any desired sept by tho above 
technique. 
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A nurabtr of photoraultiplitrs such as RCA 6810-A, 
Dumont 6292 and 20th Century SD 2733 wax* chocked by t 
sensitivity proflit method* and stasit ivlty contour* of 
photo surfaces wtrt plotted on polar graphs. Tht rtsulta 
art rtporttd for tht RCA 6810-A phot omul t lp l ier . Good 
commercial tubes Ilk* RCA 6810-A txt txpected to bt 
reliable and tht photocathode should bt fairly uniform. 
Non-uniformity of photocathodt a should bt of such a 
toltrablt degree that for ntarly equal light flu* over 
tht wholt cathodt surface wt should bt ablt to ntgltct i t . 
However, tht present investigations havt shown that tht 
numbtr of tltctrons emitted from different areas of tht 
photocathodt surface art different even for tqual l ight 
flux, and variations in pulse height ara vary crit ical ly 
daptndtnt on focus voltage. That* variations ara least 
for cartaln voltagsa. 
Tht contour napa representing profiles of res* 
ponaivlty of tht photocathodt of tht BCA 6810*A photo* 
»ult ipl i tr ara thaw In Fig. l . Hart 0° represents an 
arbitrary direction aeroas tht photocathoda. Tha 0°»180* 
l in t through tht center of tht photocathodt will bt callad 
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the minor axis and 90**270° lin» tha major axis* 
Thtsa curvat rtpraaant fiva different profiles, 
•ach for om particular focussing control voltage. Tha 
voltaga between tha first dynoda and anode was leapt at 
1650 volts throughout tha investigations. Tha sensiti-
vitias were determined point by point ovsr tho whole 
surface for ona particular focus voltaga as alroady 
explained* Tha points war* spacad close anough to define 
sensitivity contours* Tha solid iinas represent uniform 
puis* height* and raiativa pulse height ia given in tha 
diagram in arbitrary units* Tha solid circle* draw 
separating each other by a distance of 2 mm represent 
cirelee in photocathode of radii 2,4,6 and so on in mm,The 
corresponding focus control voltage for each contour profile 
Is alee given In tha drawings* Tha pulse height in tha 
centar of tha photocathoda ia also narked in tha diegrenu 
Tha diagram* in fig. 1 suggest that there is soma 
correlation between tha resolution and uniformity of a 
photecathode. Tha resolution improves with tha average 
sensitivity of photocathoda (saa fig. 1(b) and 1(d). Tha 
sensitivity ia in turn affected by focus voltaga aa shown 
in tha fiva aontaur mape ehown in fig.I, 
RELATIVE VARIANCE 
ARB- UNITS. 
VS. RECIPROCAL PULSE HEIGHT IN 
RECIPROCAL PULSE HEIGHT ARB. UNITS 
FIG. 2 
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This should b© expected on tht basis of s tat is t ics 
of tht tloctrons emitted from the photo surface » the 
greater the nu-aber of electrons omitted and collected tht 
smaller should be tht percentage fluctuations, The 
effect i s displayed in f ig .2 showing relative verience 
plotted againat reciprocal of pulee height. The "relative 
variance* i s defined as « dimensionless quantity i . e . 
vari ance/( mean) . All tht line-widths were estimated by 
means of computed true relative variances and not by tht 
full width at half maximum method, Tht pulse hoight was 
varied by variation of focue voltage alone for tht above 
curve. Tilt most obvious effect of focue variation i s to 
change tht transfer efficiency and with i t tht pulse 
height while tht general trend fox relative variance to 
decrease with tht increasing pulse height i t maintained. 
Tht plot f o* tht 6810-A has a no«~*ajpo intercept on tht 
y-axis, This behaviour i t accounted for by changes with 
focus setting of multiplication and tht reUtive variance. 
Alto» i t will be tten later thtt average sensitivity curves 
along tht major and minor axes of tht p ho toe at node 
correspond to focussing control voltages which show the 
lowest, or art vtry near to tht lowest value of relative 
variance in Fig.2* 
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FIG. 3) 
VARIATION OF PHOTOCATHODE SENSITIVITY ALONG M.'NOR AND 
MAJOR AXIS FOR A NUMBER OF FOCUSSING VOLTAGt 
1 1 ! ) 
In Fig.3 wo have plotted puis* height versus tht 
distanct in ma along the major and minor exes of photo* 
cathode for five different focus voltags*. Tht mid-point 
of the p ho toe at hods corresponds to 13*5 «a# tnd tht 
scanning of th« photocathode w«s dons along throe concentric 
circles of radii 8, 12, end 13.5 i*e, most sensitive area 
of photocathode* The pulse height represents the channel 
number where the peak lies* The corresponding focus 
voltage is indicated in the figure, and the axes 9t9 also 
marked. Xn Fig*3(a) focus is 133V, The puiseheight changes 
considerably as we move along the major and minor axes* The 
puiseheight is largest in the center of the photoeatnode 
and smaller along the edges* Fig. 3(b) represents the focus-
sing condition of 170 volts at the first dynode. The 
puiseheight is very chloss to uniform over one half of the 
photocathode and varies over the other half as indicated 
by puiseheight variation along the major and minor axes* 
In Fig*3(c)9 which corresponds to a focus voltage of 
160 volts the puiseheight is clearly non-uniform as we go 
along both the axes, but the non-uniformity la much less 
than with a focus voltage of 133V. The site of the pulse is 
much smaller. Fig, 3(d) which corresponds to a focus voltage 
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of ISO volte* shows a l i t t i t non-uniformity over ona 
* * 
t 
edge whereas pulseheight it fairly unjfor® over a large 
area of photocathode. This situation rather corresponds 
to vary nearly boat focussing conditions, and also in 
Fig* 2 this value correspond* to nstrly a lowest variance 
as expected* where raiativa variance vastus reciprocal 
pulseheight, it plotted in arbitrary units, The focuasing 
voltages in Fig.2 are those in Fig.3(b,c,d). Ihe voltage 
a gives experimental results which are off the graph* Next 
Fig.3(e) represents the results for a focussing voltage 
of 128 volte, and ae we aaa pulseheight vsries along both 
raejor and minor axas* The variations along the major axia 
art larger than variations along the minor axia. This 
corresponds to point a in Fig, 2, 
The above method clearly shows that there are 
variations in the sensitivity of a photo surface coupled 
to a sodiua iodide (Tl) crystal, which depend upon focua 
voltage* Our output pulse is affected by these variation! 
due to non-uniformity of the photocathode. Further these 
variations due to non-uniformity differ a great deal fro* 
detector to detector, even of the same type* This effect 
was reported earlier by Godlove and Wadey? Thus there ia 
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definitely a r»lation$hlp between tha uniformity of a 
photocathoda} and tha rasolution of a spectrometer. Tha 
rasolution of a spectrometer elso depend* upon tha 
sensitivity of a photocathoda surface. Also from Fig*2 
It la clear that photocathoda aensitivity and hence 
resolution could be improved by adjustment of focussing 
control voltage which In turn affacta tha collection of 
tha electrons. Thus distribution of Incident light over 
tha cathode surf oca does play an important role In tha 
process of pulse formation, and further cathode inhome-
geneoua luminescence yield in a crystal due to optical 
imperfections. 
Tha present experimental results indicate that tha 
non-uniformity of the photocathoda has a significant affect 
on tha counter resolution quite similar to tha affects 
produced by lnhomogeneltlea in a scintillator and Instability 
of the aaaoclatad electronics. Tha sensitivity depends 
strongly on tha focussing voltage. Tha uniformity of omission 
of photocathoda* also show* a non-linear dependence of photo* 
emission on tha area exposed to tha light flashes. 
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